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. MEDIA RELATIONS 
'JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
r1ay 1, 1992 
FOR H4MEDIATE RELEASE 
MT. STERLING, Ky.---Do you want to learn .some simple ways to maintain a good 
. bookkeeping system for your business? 
Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center in cooperation 
\~ith the Exchange Bank of Mt. Ster1 ing \~ill present a "Simple Bookkeeping Systems" 
seminar on Tuesday, May 5, beginning at 6 p.m. There is no charge for the pro.gram 
which will be held at the Exchange Bank lobby, North Maysville and High Streets in 
Mt. Sterling. 
In addition to ways of simp1 ifying in-house bookkeeping, there will be a 
session on safeguarding business systems_ 
Seminar reservations may be made by calling (606) 783-2895. Arrangements will 








i ' . " '_ f· 
The program also is co-sponsored by MSU's College of Business, the Kentucky 
Cabinet for Economic Development Small Business Division, Morehead-RoHan County and 
Mt. Ster1 ing-f4ontgomery County Chambers of Commerce, Buffalo Trace and Gate~lay Area 
Development Districts and SCORE Branch (Service Core of Retired Executives) from 
Mt _ Ster1 i ng-Montgomery. County. 
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Bookkeeping seminar 
Now thru ~~ay 5, 1992 
30 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
IN COOPERATION WITH THE EXCHANGE BANK OF MT. STERLING WILL 
OFFER A "SIMPLE BOOKKEEPING SYSTEMS" SEMINAR ON TUESDAY, 
MAY 5, FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN THE SIMPLIFICATION OF 
BOOKKEEPING. THE EXCHANGE BANK LOBBY IS THE LOCATION AND 
STARTING TIME IS 6 P.M. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR ATTENDING. 
ADDITIONAL INFORt~ATION ·AND REGISTRATION ARE AVAILABLE FRO~l 






JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351--1689 606-783-2030 
MSU CAMPUS VISITORS 
Nearly 40 students from Maytown Elementary School visited the Morehead State 
University campus recently. The informal agenda included stops at the Adron Doran 
University Center, Folk Art Collection and various classroom buildings. The group 
gathered in front of. Camden-Carroll Library for an official photo. Accompanying 
them were Forrest Hughes and Linda Salisbury, teachers. Karen Goble was the bus 
driver •. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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May 2, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Elizabeth Burton, a Morehead State University junior, has 
received a "1992 Younger Scholar" award from by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 
She was one of four Kentuckians selected from a total of 89 college students 
to receive the a.ward this year. 
Burton was chosen from a nationwide competition for'college students who 
subm'itted projects in history, 1 iterature, phil osophy, forei gn 1 anguages and other 
humanities disciplines. 
She ~Iill receive a $2,400 grant for a project entitled "Decentered 
Miscommunication: Language in Pinter's 'The Birthday Party' and 'The Homecoming'." 
She will share the award with her project adviser, Dr. Thomas S. Stroik, associate 
professor of English, who will receive $400 of the grant. 
Upon learning of Burton's grant, Dr. Stroik said he was not surprised. 
"Elizabeth is a superior student and has done excellent work in 'English and 
1 inguistics," he said. "Her outstanding academic work 'deserves recognition." 
During the summer, Burton will spend nine weeks researching her topic. She is 
required to' write a research paper, complete with bibliography, when she is 
finished. 
The 21-year old Morehead native says that she is looking forward to the 
project she must complete. She estimates several hundred hours were involved in 
the original project appl ication. 
An English major w"ith a linguistics minor, Burton describes herself as being 
. work-oriented. She bel ieves she has gotten where she is' today because of her 






She has set the goal of getting a doctoral degree and teaching and doing 










to work hard." 
And that's just what she has. done. During the last year, she has presented 
three papers. At the Kentucky Women's Conference on the MSU campus last fall, she 
delivered "Measured Beat of Domination: Women and Technology in Welty's 'The 
! i Golden Apple'," a femi'nist reading based on the works of Eudora Welty. At the 
: J 
-Combs Cpnference, sponsored by the English Club, her paper,~ "The Lost Adventurers, 
; I 





I ~ , ' 
Towe~r Came' ," was c;hosen the best paper presented. At the Kentucky Philological 
, ~ 
Association. Conference where she presented her paper "Domestic 'Discourse: 
Linguistic Community in Frost's 'Home Burial'," she was the only undergradu,ate 
student making a presentation. 
Burton was recently chosen the 1991-92 Outstanding Undergraduate Student from 
MSU's Department of English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy. 
The daughter of MSU graduates Leon and Miriam Stephens Burton, she is a 1989 
graduate of Rowan County High School. She is a member of Gamma Beta Phi and Phi 
Kappa Phi honor societies and a former member of the Engl ish Club, has served on 
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Phot MEDIA RELATIONS JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAO STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAO. KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU STUDENT NEH 'YOUNGER SCHOLAR' 
.. Elizabeth Burton of Morehead, a junior at Morehead State University majoring in 
English with a minor in linguistics, is one of four Kentuckians selected by the 
National Endowment for the Humanities as a 1992 Younger Schol ar_ She was chosen 
from a nationwide competition in which college students submitted proposals for 
research papers in the humanities. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-2-92jy 
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May 4, 1992 
FOR I14MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Small businesses will be honored during the Morehead-Rowan 
County Chamber of.Commerce's monthly meeting, Thursday, May 7, at noon at the 
Holiday Inn. 
The agenda includes a presentation on the importance of the small businesses in 
the area and how they impact the work force both nationally and locally. 
The program is being held in cooperation with the local Small Business 
Development Center, administered through Morehead State University's College of 
. Business. 
This will set the stage for "Small Business Week" proclaimed nationally by 
President Bush for May 10-16, according to Ernest R. Begley II, Morehead Area SBDC 
director. 
Additional information is available from the Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of 
Commerce or MSU's Small Business Development Center. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrulled in Morehead State University's College of 
Busi ness were recogn i zed for academic excell ence at the college's Student Honors 
Breakfast held recently. 
This .event, part of the University's Academic Awards Week, allows the college 
to r~cogn.ize the accompl ishments of its students. Each department within the 
colle~e presented academic and scholastic awards to its outstanding students. 
Presentat i onsfrom the Department of Accou'nti ng, Economics and Fi nance went 
to: Melissa Hicks, Flemingsburg senior, Honors in Account'ing; Scott Wellman, 
Oldtown· senior, Honors in Finance; Anna Laura Stewart, West Liberty senior, 
Accounting, Economics and Finance Outstanding Undergraduate Honors Student; Jason 
Mullins, Morehead senior, Wall Street Journal Award; Theresa Prater, West Van Lear 
junior, Kelly Galloway Scholarship; Kim Evans, Flatwoods graduate student,. 
Outstanding Tax Student Award, and Tina Webb, Olive Hill senior, Outstanding 
Non-traditional Business Student. Webb also was inducted into Pinnacle, an honor 
society for non-traditional students. 
Recognized from the Department of Information Sciences were: Pamela J • 
. Cummins, Brooksville senior, National Business Education Award of Merit; David J. 
Webb, Oil Springs senior, Outstanding Computer Information Systems Student, and 
Noel C. Turner, LaGrange senior, Phi Beta Lambda Outstanding Service Award. 
R~ceiving recognition from' the Departmen.t of Management, Marketing and Real 
Estate were: Courtney Ann Neff, Chillicothe, Ohio, 'senior, Outstanding Management 
and Marketing Student; Kristi Scolf, Brooksville senior, Outstanding Marketing 
Student; Joey Thomas, Owingsville senior, Outstanding Management Student, and 
Dennis Wayne Fields, Blackey senior, Outstanding Real Estate Student. 
Millard Ray Brown of Morehead was named the Outstanding Master of Business 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Ron Timmons of Kelly Galloway 
presented Honors in Accounting from the Department of Accounting, Economics and 
Finance to Melissa Hicks, Flemingsburg senior. The award was presented during the 
College of Business Honors Breakfast, 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Anna Laura Stewart, West Liberty 
senior, was named the Accounting, Economics and Finance Outstanding Undergraduate 
Honors Student. Making the presentation during the College of Business Honors 
Breakfast was Green R. Miller, chair of the Department of Accounting and 
Economics. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT M~U 
During the recent Academic Awards ~Jeek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Jason Mullins, Morehead senior, 
received the Wall Street Journal Award. Making the presentation during the College 
II of Business Honors Breakfast was Green R. Miller, chair of the Department of 
Accounting and Economics. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Tina Webb, Olive Hill senior, 
I received the Outstanding Non-Traditional Business Student Award. Haking the 
presentation during the College of Business Honors Breakfast was Jacquelyn Scott, 
I 
non-traditional student counselor. 11ebb al so was· inducted into Pinnacl e, an honor 
society for non-traditional students. 
(MSU photo by Eric ShindelbO\;er) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Kristi Scalf, Brooksville senior, 
was named the Outstanding Marketing Student. Making the presentation during the 
College of Business Honors Breakfast was Dr. Rodger D. Carlson, professor of 
marketing. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Joey Thomas, right, Owingsville 
senior, was named the Outstanding Management Student. Making the presentation 
during the College of Business Honors Breakfast was Dr. Jack Peters, associate 
professor of management. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments .. Dennis Fields, Blackey senior, 
was named the Outstanding Real Estate Student. Making the presentation during the 
College of Business Honors Breakfast was Mary Peggy Osborne, assistant professor of 
marketing. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Heek, Morehead S~ate Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Courtney Ann Neff, Chill icothe, 
Ohio, senior, was named the Outstanding Management and Marketing Student. Making 
the presentation during the College of Business Honors Breakfast was Dr. Michael 
Harford, chair of the Department of Management and Marketing. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Noel C. Turner, LaGrange senior, 
received the Phi Beta Lambda Outstanding Service award. Making the presentation 
during the College of Business Honors Breakfast was Dr. Ray Bernardi, professor of 
business education. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Millard Ray Brown, right, was 
named the Outstanding Master of Business Administration Student. Making the 
presentation during the College of Business Honors Breakfast was Gary VanMeter, 
associate professor of accounting. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower). 
5-4-92py 




IREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
r1ay 4, 1992 
FOR II1t1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_---Emphasizing ~lorehead State University's commitment to making 
educational opportunities accessible to area residents, MSU President C_ Nelson Grote 
announced a new scholarship program for students at the Licking Valley Extended Campus 
Center_ 
Beginning in fall 1992, $10,000 in scholarship funds will be earmarked for 
part-time, nontraditional students taking classes at the center. 
Dr_ Grote also challenged area individuals, agencies and institutions to match the 
University's contribution, saying that MSU would then match the local funds raised on a 
dollar-for-dollar basis up to $10,000. 
"This could mean up to $30,000 a year will be available to location-bound students 
in the Licking Valley area who want to begin taking classes at the extended campus 
center," he said. 
I "It is evident by the rapid grOl'/th of the Licking Yalley Extended Campus Center 
that there is a tremendous demand for MSU to offer college level classes and other 
adult learning services to here," he said. 
"In fall 1987 we had an enrollment of 67 students in five classes and this past 
fall we offered 26 classes to 392 students, some of whom were taking more than one 
class," the president noted_ 
--, 
."Morehead State intends to do its part to make sure that students who want to 
improve their educational status are able to do so," he added. "This is consistent 
with our philosophy of taking the University to the people; providing services to the 
people of the region, many of whom we do not serve with our main campus," the president 
- said. 
I Dr_ Grote's announcement was made following an organizational meeting of the 
1 center's advisory committee. 
Serving the needs of residents in Ell iott, r·1enifee, Morgan, Magoffin, Breathitt 
and Wolfe counties since fall 1987, MSU's Licking Valley facility Itas approved as an 
extended campus center last August by the Council on Higher Education. 
Focusing its cOllege work on undergraduate needs, the center offers classes 
leading to a two-year degree in University Studies, which emphasizes basic skills and 
1 iberal arts studies needed for retraining workers for careers in -this decade. In 
addition, some graduate classes are taught at the center. 
MSU's Licking Valley ECC also provides a number of adult basic education and 
vocational enhancement programs to area residents and offers college classes at the 
Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex for inmates seeking additional education. 
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May 4, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
,MOREHEAD, Ky_---Morehead State University has announced that four current 
'students and one recent graduate have' been inducted into Pinnacle, a nationil honor 
society for non-tr?ditional students. 
The new, members are: 
*Beverly Brady, Tollesboro graduate student and ,a special edu,cation major; 
*Roberta Brown, West'Liberty senior and a social work major; 
*Lucille'Grigson, 'a December graduate from Maysville who majored in 
journalism; 
*Deborah Vinson, Mt. Sterl in9 sen,ior and a vocational home economics ,major; 
*Tina Webb, Olive Hill senior and an accounting and business major. 
Pinnacle was founded In 1991 to provid~ adult students, those defined as 25 
year,s or older, and other non-traditi.ona,l students with the same level of 
recognition which outstanding, traditional students have always received, according 
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REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 4, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The AcademY of Arts at Morehead State University has scheduled 
its spring recitals for Sunday, May 10, in Baird Music Hall. 
The student performances will begin at 1 p.m., according to Yvonne Baldwin, 
ac'adelllY director. "We have combined the program to provide a variety of 
entertainment in' one afternoon," she said. 
py 
The recitals, 'to be held in Duncan 'Recital Hall, include: 
*1 p.m., Suzuki violin and piano; 
*1:30 p.m., creative movement and ballet; 
*3 p.m.; music students. 
A reception will be held iri Room 117, beginning at 2 p.m. 
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MEDIA RELATIONS 
JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky.- --Th ree Morehead St ate Un i vers ity faculty members have been 
. selected by their colleagues to receive the University's most prestigious faculty 
awards for extraordinary achievements. 
Dr. Rose Orlich, a professor of English whose goal always has been to enlarge 
the student's perspective, was the recipient of the 1991-92 Distinguished Teacher 
Award, establ ished in 1964 by the MSU Alumni Association. 
Dr. Thomas Stroik, an associate professor of English whose research into 
linguistics has gained him international notice, was presented the 1991-92 
Distinguished Researcher Award, sponsored by the MSU Research and Creative 
Productions Committee and given annually since 1979. 
Also sponsored by the RCP Committee and awarded for the first time, the 
Distinguished Creative Production Award went to Robert Franzini, a professor of art 
whose prints have been exhibited worldwide. 
The awards were announced at the University's eighth annual Academic Awards 
Convocation held Sunday, May 3, in Button Auditorium. The event capped a weeklong 
. campus tribute to scholastit achievement. 
A member of the faculty since 1970, Dr. Orlich plans to retire this year. In 
addition to teaching a variety of 1 iterature courses as well as freshman 
'composition, Dr. Orlich is an award-winning poet whose work has appeared in 
numerous anthologies and professional publications. 
As a teacher, Dr. Orlich .said that she has tried--in and outside the 
classroom--"to enlarge the student's perspective, to stir up the delight inherent 
, n di scovery, to foster the open mi nd, to deve10p the capacity for sound and. 
reasonable judgment ·and to spark the human sympathies so essential to fullness of 
being." 
One former student recalled that Dr. Orlich not only had the ability inspire 
the highest level of intellectual pursuit, but al so made discussions of 1 iterary 
works relevant to real life experience. 
A member of several professional organizatii)ns, including the·T.S. El iot 
Society, she served as a field bibliographer for the Modern Language Association of 
Americalrom 1985 to 1987. 
Earning the B.S. Ed, degree from St. Mary of the Plains College, Dr. Orlich 











Dr. Stroik, who joined the MSU faculty in 1987, has presented research papers 
at professional meetings throughout the United States and Europe. Since February 
1988 through March 1992, he has made 17 presentations with papers accepted at ,two 
international, three national, five regional and five state conferences. He also 
is a lecturer for the 1991-92 l,inguistic series conducted by Indiana University and 
the University of Kentucky. 
His work, which deals with issues of language structure ,as well as language 
use and conventions, has appeared in some of the most prestigious linguistic 
journals of the world. He is the author of two books/monogra,phs: "Path Theory and 
Argument Structure" and "The Pragmatics of Metaphor." Dr. Stroik'is a member of 
the editorial review board of Contemporary Philosophy. 
He'is a former lecturer in the the Department of Linguistics at the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, where he earned his B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. 
A gr,aphic artist who works in fine print and drawing media, Franzini joined 
MSU's faculty in 1980. He earned his M.A. and M.F.A. degrees in printmaking at the 
University of Iowa and his B.A. degree in studio art from Stanford University. 
Franzini also did independent studies in printmaking at Wichita State Universi~y, 
Indiana University and Grand Valley State College. 
Recognized for his, work with several awards, Franzini has displayed his 
creative pieces in individual and group shows both by invitation and by 
competition. ,He also has served as a juror for numerous shows. While his prints 
have appeared in exhibits across the United States, they also have been part of 
exhibitions in Brazil, Japan, Poland, Australia, Ecuador and Vietnam. 
Franzini prodUctions have been acquired by corporations for display in the 
Louisville Galleria and in First National Tower, Louisville, and another five by a 
government agency to hang in federal buildings in Atlanta. His works have been 
acquired also by the Honolulu AcademY of Arts; five by the University of Dallas;' by 
the Cincinnati Art Museum; by the University of Kentucky Art Museum and other 
galleries 'and museums. 
A frequent workshop presenter, Franzini is active in several professional 
organizations including the Society of American Grap~ic Artists, Boston 
Printmakers, the Southern' Graphics Council and others.' 
The student speaker for the 'convocation was Kimberly Newberry, a senior from 
Independence and a member of the Academic Honors Program since her freshman year. 
She is a member of several honor societies and is pursuing a double major in 








Outstanding graduate and undergraduate students from the various academic 
departments also were honored during the convocation. 
Named as recipients of Outstanding Graduate Student Awards by their 
departments were: Chris Cropp of Mt. Sterling, Agriculture and Natural Resources; 
Craig Zahrte of Winchester, Art; Michael D. Hardin of Morehead, Biological and 
Environmental Sciences; Millard Ray Brown of Morehead, Business Administration; 
Aree Waeochan of Thailand, Communications; Catherine J. Ward of Lucasville, Ohio, 
Elementary, Reading and Special Education; Stacy A. Evans of Sandy Hook, English, 
Foreign Languages, and Philosophy; . 
Michael Todd Steely of Amelia, Ohio, Health, 'Physical Educati.on and 
Recreation; James V. Hazelbaker of Peebles, Ohio, Industrial Education and 
I I Technology; .Paul etta Fl annery of Morehead, Leadership and Secondary Education;" 
. Jennifer Lucas of Morehead, Music; Mel inda Lee Ashworth of Fort Worth, Texas, 
Psychology, and Yolanda Scott of Johnstown, Penn., Sociology, So.cial Work and 
Correct ions. 
Presented departmental awards as Outstanding Undergraduate Students were: 
Anna Laura Stewart of West Liberty, Accounting, Economics and Finance; Timothy D. 
Spencer of Campton, Agriculture and Natural Resources; .Tim Harmon of Flemingsburg, 
Art; Luther A. Sexton of Whitesburg, Biological and Environmental Sciences; Lori 
Godby of Sandy Hook, Communications; 'Pamela A. Ediss of Morehead, Elementary, 
Reading and Special Education; 
Elizabeth Burton of Morehead, English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy; John 
. Woodford Manley of Mt. Sterling, Geography, Government and History; Clyde Edward 
Campbell of Hazard, Health, Physical Education and Recreation; Deborah C. Vinson of 
Mt. Sterling, Home Economics; Earnie Smallwood of Stanton, Industrial Education·and 
. Technology; David Jonathan Webb of Oil Springs! Information Sciences; Courtney Neff 
of Chillicothe, Ohio, Management and Marketing; 
Olen Hoyt Gamble of West Liberty, Mathematical SCiences; Samson 'Assefa of 
Ethiopia, Thomas E. Fouch Mathematics Award; James Shelton of Grayson, Military 
Science; Laura Bevins of Huntington, W.Va., Music; Margenia Bair of Wellington, 
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences; Eric Pigman of Maysville, Physical Sciences; 
Tamara L. Cooper Hart of Owingsville, Psychology, and Lisa Clifton of Pikeville, 
Sociology, Social Work and Corrections. 
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MSU HONORS FACULTY 
Enjoying their "day in the sun" are these ~1orehead State University faculty members 
who have been honored by their colleagues for extraordinary accomplishments in 
their respective fields. 
professor of English and 
They are, from left, Dr. Thomas Stroik, associate 
recipient of this year's Dist'inguished Researcher Award; 
Dr. Rose Orlich, professor of English and recipient of the University's 
Distinguished Teacher Award, and Robert Franzini, professor of art and the first 
recipient of the Distinguished Creative Production' Award. The awards were formally 
presented at MSU's Academic Honors Convocation on Sunday (May 3), an event capping 
a weeklong, campuswide tribute to scholastic excellence .. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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"~REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPD BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 4, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A senior government and speech major who hop€s one day to be a' 
United Nations ambassador has been elected president of the Morehead State 
University Student Government Association. 
Chando Robert Mapoma, son of Isiah Mapoma of Zambia, Africa, will lead the 
student organization in the coming year. A three-year member of SGA, he had served 
this year as vice president. 
Mapoma holds the distinction of being the first international student to lead 
, MSU's student body, according to Larry Stephenson, director of student activities. 
Stres'sing that he won because "students came together with their 'support," 
Mapoma pl ans to spend the next year cont i nu ing that student un ity. 
"A big problem the students have is apathy," he said. "They don't think they 
can make a difference." 
i I Believing his role with SGA is to work with students, faculty; administrators 
,J 
.) 
and staff, Mapoma said: "I hope to do what is mutually beneficial for all 
concerned." He envisions his SGA leadership role will help lay the groundwork for' 
his future work, when he will be developing treaties and trade embargoes with other 
countries. 
Following the path of two of his brothers, Mapoma came to the U.S. in 1985 and 
is a graduate of Oneida Baptist Institute in Clay County. He plans to pursue a 
master's degree in speech after completing his undergraduate degree. 
Completing the slate of ,new officers for SGA are: 
"'Vice President--DeniseCaudill, daughter of Willard Caudill of Marion, Ohio. 
She is a senior math and speech major. 
*Secretary--Jason Noah Stamper, son of Danna Gail Stamper of Pikeville. A 
junior history and English major, he is a member of Theta Chi fraternity. 
*Treasurer--Bryan David Yuris, son of Margaret Kinzer of Gahanna, Ohio. A 
junior government and history major, he is a member of Theta Chi fraternity and 
will serve his second term in this office. 
*Programs Director--Bryan Paul Carlier, son of Paul Carlier of Batavia, Ohio. 
A junior business administration major with an emphasis in marketing, he is a 
member or Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. 
*Public Relations Qirector--Dennis Brian Prater, son of Maudie Prater of Mt. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
SGA ELECTS OFFICERS AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Student Government Association has elected officers for 
the coming academic year. They are, kneeling at left, Bryan Carlier, Batavia, 
Ohio, junior, programs director, and Jason Stamper, Pikeville junior, secretary. 
Standing from left, Denise Caudill, Marion, Ohio, senior, vice president; Chando 
Mapoma, Zambia, Africa, senior, president, and Dennis Prater, Mt. Sterling 
sophomore, public relations director. Also elected, but not pictured, was Bryan 
Yuris, Gahanna, Ohio, junior, treasurer_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-4-92py Morehead Nel~s, Trail Blazer, Raconteur, STAR, 
STATEment, Appalachian News-Express, Clermont 
Sun, r~t. Sterl ing Advocate, Hanchester 
Enterprise 
l4edia~-------------------------------Ad · MEDIA RELATIONS 
,~fS. Vlsory JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
-, 
, - ,':~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
TO: Media News Representatives 
FROM: Judy Yancy 
Director, Media Relations 
MSU student campus leaders have organized a walk and rally to express 
their concerns regarding the Rodney King verdict, the incidents which follO\~ed and 
other related-social issues. Members of the campus community will gather at noon 
on Wednesday, May 6, in front of Cooper Hall, walk up to Nunn Hall, around the 
Mignon Complex and up University Boulevard. The walk will end at the eagle bust on 
the lawn of Camden-Carroll Library, traditionally recognized ,as the campus "free 
speech" area. At this paint, there will be an opportunity for those participating 
-, in the walk to speak. 
11##11 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of Music and the MSU 
Chapter of Tubists Universal Brotherhood Association (TUBA) will sponsor a guest 
recital by a euphonium ensemble from Tokyo, Japan, on Sunday, May 10, in Duncan 
Recital Hall. 
Known as the Euphonium Company, the group will perform at 8 p.m. The concert 
is free and open to the public. 
The Euphonium Company was established in the spring of 1991 under the 
direction of Japan's leading teacher and euphonium performer, Toru Miura, according 
to Dr. Earle Louder-, MSU professor of music and TUBA adviser. 
"We are pleased'to have the Eup~onium Company perform here during their visit 
to the United States," Dr. Louder said. "These exciting and energetic ntJsicians 
will be participating in, the 1992 International Tuba-Euphonium Conference, slated 
May 12-16 at the Singletary Center for the Arts in Lexing'ton," he added. 
The Euphonium, Company is composed of professional euphoniumists who 1 ive in 
the Tokyo area and a~e winners of 'a variety of prestigious solo competitions, such 
as the Leonard Falcone International Baritone Horn/Euphonium Solo Competition, the 
TUBA Solo Competitions and the Japan Wind and Percussion Competition. 
In addition to performing as solo recitalists, each of the members also play 
and teach euphonium. The Euphonium Company's ultimate goal is to increase public 
awareness and understanding of the euphonium. 
HHH 
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Women in business 
Now thru May 12, 1992 
30 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
IN COOPERATION WITH THE EXCHANGE BANK OF MT. STERLING WILL 
OFFER SOME PROS AND CONS FOR WOMEN GOING INTO BUSINESS ON 
TUESDAY, MAY 12. PROGRAM PRESENTERS WILL INCLUDE 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE PUBLIC ~ND PRIVATE SECTOR ALONG WITH 
MILDRED SANDERS RUGGLES, DAUGHTER OF THE LATE COL. HARLAND 
SANDERS. THE EXCHANGE BANK LOBBY IS THE LOCATION AND 
STARTING TIME IS 6 P.M. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR ATTENDING • 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION ARE AVAILABLE FROM 
MOREHEAD STATE'S'SBDC AT 783-2895. 
#### 
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May 6, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MT. STERLING, Ky.---Mildred Sanders Ruggles, daughter of the late Col. Harland 
Sanders who made Kentucky Fried Chicken a household name, grew up learning the 
restaurant business. 
On Tuesday, May 12, she will pass along some of her experiences when she 
speaks on "The Changing World" at the "Women Going Into Business" seminar at 6 p.m. 
in the Exchange Bank Lobby, North Maysville and High Streets in Mt. Sterling. 
t40rehead' State University's Small Business Development Center (SBDC) in 
'c09peration with the txchange Bank of Mt. Sterl ing will sponsor this special 
session addressing concerns that are of importance to women. 
This program is being held in conjunction with National Small Business Week 
whi ch runs May 10-16. 
An entrepreneur in her own right, Ruggles has traveled the U.S. and foreign 
countries promot ing her "Mi ss Mill ie's Country Fri ed Chi cken." 
Registration will begin at 6 p.m., with the program scheduled to start at 
6:15 p.m. Ernest Begley II, MSU SBDC director, will provide an overview of SBDC 
and discuss some of the reasons businesses fail. 
The agenda al so incl udes these women from the publ ic and private sector: 
*Donna Maupin, University of Kentucky SBDC marketing specialist; 
*Carol Hatfield, Small Business Administration area representative; 
*Pam Ishmael of Dutch Ishmael Chevy-Olds; 
*Nell Shrout of Nell's Home Furnishings; 
*Patty,Tipton of 'Patty Tipton's CourtReporters/Tipton's Temporaries. 
Seminar reservations may be made by call ing (606) 783-2895 •. Arrangements. will 
be' made for the handicapped when requested in advance. There is no charge for 
attendance. 
The program also is co-sponsored by MSU's College of Business, the Kentucky 
Cabinet for Economic Development Small Business Division, Morehead-Rowan County and 
Mt. Sterl ing-Mon.tgomery County Chambers of Commerce, Buffalo Trace and Gateway Area 
Development Districts and SCORE Branch (Service Core of Retired Executives) from 
-. 
, ,Mt. Sterling-Montgomery County. 
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May 6, 1992 
FOR I11MED lATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--The works of three Morehead State University students will be 
on display at the ,"All-Kentucky University Open" at the Lexington Art League, 
Loudoun House, in Lexington, May 10-June 7. 
A reception will be held at the gallery, located at 209 Castlewood Drive in 
Lexington, on Sunday, May, 10. 
The juried exhibition of student works will include these pieces: ' 
*Dan Evans, son of Barbara Parker Evans and Will D. Evans of loUisville, 
a ceramic sculpture. A senior horticulture major, he is a graduate of Trinity High 
School. 
*Cynthia C. Osborne, wife of Rick, J. Osborne of Clearfield, a ceramic raku 
platter. A senior art major, she is a 1985 graduate of Appomattox County (Va.) 
High School. 
*Craig W. Zahrte, husband of Peggy Zahrte of Winchester, ceramics. He is 
.' currently a graduate assistant in the Department of Art at MSU. He earned a 
, ,\ 
-' '. 
bachelor's degree from the University of Wisconsin. 
The gallery hours are noon-4 p.m., Tuesday through Friday, and' 1-4 p.m~ on 
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JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
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May 6, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
, , . , 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Daniel Brian Evans of Louisville is one of three t40rehead State 
, i University students to exhibit works in the "All-Kentucky University Open" at the 
'. 
'( 
. ' , 
, , 
I : 
Lexington Art League, Loudoun House, in Lexington, May 10-June 7. 
A reception will be held at the gallery, located at 209 Castlewood Drive in 
Lexington, on Sunday, May 10. 
The juried exhibition of student works will include Evans' steel and ceramic 
kinetic sculpture entitled "Lenore." 
Evans, son of Barbara Parker Evans and Will D. Evans, is a senior horticulture 
major. A graduate of Trinity High School, he plans to attend graduate school and 
major in studio art. 
The gallery hours are noon until 4 p.m., Tuesday through Friday and 1-4 p.m. on 
weekends. There is no charge for viewing but donations are accepted. 
#### 
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May 6, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD,. Ky.--Cynthia C. Osborne of Clearfield is one of three Morehead State' 
-. 
i I University students exhibiting works in the "All-Kentucky University Open" at the 
Lexington Art League, Loudoun House, in ·Lexington, May 10-June 7. 
r --, 
A reception will be held at the gallery, located at 209 Castlewood Drive in 
Lexington, on Sunday, May 10. 
The juried exhibition of student works will include a ceramic raku platter' by 
Osborne. 
,.;. 
In addition to shows at MSU, she has exhibited works at ·the Live Ink Art 
Gallery in Augusta and the Sixth Intra-Valley Invitational Undergraduate Exhibition 
at Indiana University Southeast. Listed in "Who's Who Among Students in American 
.• Universities," she recently received an honorable mention for the art competition 
in Inscape and was named the Outstanding Senior during the University's Academic 
v 
\ ,,: 
, . -. . f 
Awards Week. 
Osborne, wife of Rick J. Osborne of Heath, Ohio, is the daughter of James and 
Peggy Clark of Appomattox, Va. She is a 1985 graduate of Appomattox County High 
School. 
The gallery hours are noon until 4 p.m., Tuesday through Friday and 1-4 p.m. on 
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May 6, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Craig Zahrte of Winchester is one of three Morehead State 
University students exhibiting works in the "All-Kentucky University Open" at the 
Lexington Art League, Loudoun House, in Lexington, May 10-June 7. 
A reception will be held at the gallery, located at 209 Castlewood Drive in 
Lexi ngton, on Sunday, May 10. 
The juried exhibition of student works will include a ceramic piece by Zahrte. 
A graduate assistant in the Department of Art at MSU, he was recently named the 
Outstanding Graduate Student in art for 1991-92. 
Zahrte has exhibited works in the Cardinal Valley Show at Ashland Area Art 
Ga 11 ery, As hl and Charity Art Auct i on, and presented a scul pture 
exhibit/demonstration at the Breathitt County Fine Arts Festival in Jackson. 
He and ~is wife Peggy have a 14-year old son, Chris. He earned a bachelor's 
C degree from the University of Wisconsin. 
The gallery hours are noon until 4 p.m., Tuesday through Friday and 1-4 p.m. on 
, 
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(May 10 - 16) 
Sunday, May 10 
1 P_M. ACADEMY OF ARTS RECITALS, Duncan Recital Hall, free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2659. 
8 P.M. GUEST RECITAL: Euphonium Company of Tokyo, Japan, Duncan Recital 
Hall, free. Additional information: (606) 783-2497. 
Monday, May 11 
9 A_M. FINAL EXAMS, through May 13; semester ends May 16. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2008. 
Tuesday, May 12 
6 P_M. SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER SEMINAR: "Women Going into 
Business," Exchange Bank Lobby in Mt_ Sterling; free_ Program presenters will 
include Mildred Sanders Ruggles and others from the public and private sector. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2895 or 498-5343. 
Wednesday, May 13 
2 P.M. DEDICATION CEREMONY FOR GEORGE A. SADLER TENNIS COURTS, tennis courts_ 
Additional information: (606) 783-2031. 




9 A.M. ASSOCIATE DEGREE (ADN) AND BACCALAUREATE DEGREE (BSN) NURSING PROGRAM 
JOINT PINNING CEREMONY, Button Auditorium. Additional information: (606) 783-2632. 
10:30 A.M. ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY, 419 Reed Hall, Additional 
information: (606) 783-2050. 
1:30 P.M. SPRING COMMENCEMENT, Academic-Athletic Center. Additional 
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UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
JULY HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
July 1-24, Art Exhibit: Kentucky Bicentennial Exhibition, gallery, Claypool-
Young Art Building, 8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays; free. Additional 
i nforma ti on: (606) 783-2766. 
July 1-31, NCAA Sports Camp, Laughlin. Additional ·information: (606) 783-2180. 
July I-Aug. 1, Morehead Occupational and Academic Retreat, campus. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2005. 
July 3, 
July 5-9, 
Independence Day holiday; no classes or office hours. 
Boys Basketball Camp, Wetherby, Laughlin and Academic-Athletic Center. 
Additional informaiton: (606) 783-2400. 
July 6, Summer II Registration, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center; 
8 a.m.-4 p.m.; classes begin July 7, term closes July 31. 
July 6-9, AmeriCheer, campus. Additional information: (614) 898-1000. 
July 6-31, Destination Graduation, campus. Additional information: (606) 783-2065. 
July 10-11, Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration, campus. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000. 
July 12-17, Band Camp I, Jayne Stadium, AAC lot and Baird Music Hall. Additional 
lnformation: (606) 783-2485. 
July 13-16, National Cheerleader Association Camp, campus. Additional information: 
(800) NCA-2WIN. 
July 13-17, Second Annual Appalachian Mountain Dulcimer Camp, Breckinridge Hall. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2077. 
July 17-18, Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration, campus. Addi~ional 
information: (606) 783-2000. 
July 17-20, Cheer Excellence, campus. Additional information: (614) 870-2952. 
July 19~24, Band Camp II, Jayne Stadium, AAC lot and Baird Music Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2485. 
July 20-22, Horseback Rider Mini Camp, Derrickson Agricultural Complex. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2800. 
July 21-24, Universal Cheerleaders III, Wetherby and La'ughlin. Additional informaiton: 
(800) 238-0286. 
July 26-31, Band Camp III, Jayne Stadium, AAC lot and Baird Music Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2485. 
July 27-30, Universal Cheerleaders IV, Wetherby and Laughlin. Additional information: 
(800) 238-0286. 
July 27-31, Volleyball Camp, Wetherby Gymnasium. Additional information: (606) 
783-2270. 





S~ ______________________________________ ~M~E~DI~A~RE=~~T~IO~NS JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
- UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
JUNE HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
June 1-5, Kentucky Boys State, Baird Music Hall and Breckinridge Hall. 
Additional information: (502) 587-1414. 
June 2, Small Business Development Center Seminar: "Pre-Business Orientation," 
209 Downing Hall, 6 p.m.; $5 registration fee. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2895. 
June 3, Small Business Development Center Videoconference: "Building Customer 
Confidence," Eagle Room, Adron Doran University Center; 8 a.m.; free 
Additional information: (606) 783-2895. 
I June 7-12, Golf Camp, MSU golf course. Additional information: (606) 783-2396. 
I 
June 7-13, Boys Basketball Camp I, Wetherby, Laughlin and Academic-Athletic 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2400. 
June 8-July 24, Art Exhibit: Kentucky Bicenten.nial Exhibition, gallery, 
Claypool-Young Art Building; 8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays; 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2766. 
June 8-11, Universal Cheerleaders I, Wetherby and Laughl in. Additional 
information: (800) 238-0286. 
~ June 8, Summer I Registration, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center; 
8 a.m.-4 p.m.; classes begin June 9, term closes July 2. 
June 12-13, Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration, campus. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000. 
June 14-18, Girls Basketball Camp, Laughlin, Wetherby and Academic-Athletic 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2126. 





June 17 -20, 
June 18-Aug. 
June 19 -20, 
June 19 -20, 
June 
Baseball Camp, Allen Field. Additional information: (606) 783-2881. 
Horsemanship Camp, Derrickson Agricultural Complex. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2800. 
Bloodmobile, Button Drill Room, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Football Camp, Jayne Stadium. Additional- information: (606) 
783-2020. 
1, Morehead Occupational and Academic Retreat, campus. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2005. 
Boys Basketball Camp II, Wetherby and Academic-Athletic Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2400. 
Summer Orientation, Advising and Registration, campus. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2000. 
--. 23-26, Universal Cheerleaders II, Wetherby and Laughlin. Additional information: (800) 238-0286. 
June 21-25, 
June 21-27, 
Boys Basketball Camp III, Wetherby and Academic-Athletic Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2400. 
Appalachian Celebration, campus. Highlights include Celebration of the 
Appalachian Woman on June 22, Jesse Stuart Symposium on June 26, and 
Arts and Crafts Market on _~~n~ ~?! ~~~_numerous workshops and concerts. 
.. ~ 
\ 







June 24-26, Horesback Rider Mini Camp, University Farm. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2800. ' 
June 29-July 3, Boys Basketball Camp IV, Wetherby and Academic-Athletic Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2400. 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from Bath County High Schdolwere winners in 
Russian at Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival held 
recently on the MSU campus. 
First, second and third place winners in Russian will compete in the State 
Foreign Language Fe~tival scheduled May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The regional festival drew nearly 1,000 students from 17 senior and junior 
schools in Eastern Kentucky. 
Individual winners in the competition at the Russian senior level were: 
. Les Garner, oral proficiency, level I, third place; recitation of a 1 iterary 
passage, level I, first place; extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place; 
frameable art (watercolor, etc.), first place; 
Beverly Penick, oral' proficiency, level III, first place; recitation of a 
literary passage, level III, first place; extemporarieous prose reading, level III, 
first pl ace; written proficiency, level III, first place; 
Tina Fawns, recitation of a literary passage, level II, first place; 
extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; written proficiency, level II, 
second place; frameable art (watercolor, etc.), second place; 
Chris Copher, recitation of .a literary passage, level II, second place; 
extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; listening proficiency, level 
II, first place; construction models (individual), first place; 
Alice Vance, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; written 
proficiency', level II, third place; 
Crystal Crum~, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; written 
proficiency, level II, first place; 
Crump and Vance, realia games (group), first place; 
.Dennis Montjoy, written proficiency, level I, second placel ; realia 
(individual, other), first place; 
py 
Becky Robinson, frameable art (watercolor., etc.), third place; 
Several students, chorus, senior level, first place. 
#### 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR "IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_--Several students from schools in "the Boyd County area were 
winners in Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Languages Festival held 
recently on the MSU campus_ 
First, second and third place winners in Latin and German will compete in the 
State Foreign Language Festival scheduled May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
First place winners in French and Spanish also will compete. 
Individual winners in the senior level were: 
BOYD COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 
French 
Eis Paulus, recitation of a literary passage, level III, third place; 
Traci Hensley, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, .first place; 
Maria Andree, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, second place; 
Laura Lueken, oral proficiency, level III, third place; 
Scott Fiddler, listening proficiency, level II, second place; 
Matt Snoddy, listening proficiency, level IV, third place; 
German 
Ulrike Wilsdorf, recitation of a literary passage, level III, first place; 
Lori Thornbury, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place; written 
proficiency, level I, third place; 
Misti Triplett, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; " 
, Rachael Scott, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place; oral 
proficiency, level Ill, first place; written proficiency, level III, first place; 
Mark Barker, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, second place; oral 
proficiency, level III, third place; 
Shawn Thornbury, oral proficiency, level I, second place; 
Eric Eldridge, oral proficiency, level I, thir9 place; 
Marcie Adams, oral proficiency, level II, second place; 
Dustin Rigsby, oral proficiency, level II, third place; written proficiency, 
level II, third place; 
David Griffith, oral proficiency, level III, second place; \~ritten 











Foreign Language--Boyd County 
2-2-2-2-2 
David Rogers, listening proficiency, level I, third place; 
Jason Kazee, listening proficiency, level II, first place; 
Marci Adams, listening proficiencY, level II, s~cond place; 
Valorie Maddox, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Several students, drama (group), fi rst pl ace. 
Spanish 
Leonard Hood, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, second place; 
Deborah Sprouse, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, third place; 
listening proficiency, level III, third place; 
Jon Wellman, recitation of a literary passage, level II, third place; 
Andee Noble, recitation of a literary passage, level II, third place; 
Shelley Richards, 1 istening proficiency, level I, first place; 
Becky Wooten, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Several students, chorus, senior level, second place. 
FAIRVIEW HIGH SCHOOL 
Spanish 
Sabrina Soles, oral proficiency, level I, third place; 
Teresa Waller, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third pl'ace. 
PAUL BLAZER HIGH SCHOOL 
French 
Heather Irwin, recitation of a literary passage, level I, second place; 
Jeff Stutler, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; oral 
proficiency, level II, first place; 
Mary Ann Miranda, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place; 
written proficiency, level III, third place; 
Julie Hudson, oral proficiency, level III, second place; 
Robin Oxnard, listening proficiency, level I, first place; 
Beth Ann Ruth, listening proficiency, level I, third place; 
Neil Smith, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Several students, drama (group), third place. 
German 
Helga Smith, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; 
Anoopa Aphrem, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; oral 
proficiency, level II, first place; written proficiency, level II, second place; 
(MORE) 
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Foreign Language--Boyd County 
3-3-3-3-3 
Brian Duggan, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second Rlace; 
Kim Ward, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, first place; 
Latin 
Shelley Berrong, reading, level II, first place; 
Lori Hearne, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
Heather Irwin, derivatives, level II, second place; 
Travis Womack and Jerry Schlomer, construction models (group), senior level, 
third place; 
Deanna Hill, realia games (individual), senior level, f~rst place. 
Russian 
Shannon Tierney, written proficiency, level I, first place; realia games 
(individual), first place; 
Wes Short, written proficiency, level I, third pl ace; 
Spanish 
Nicole Newkirk, oral proficiency, level II, second place; written proficiency, 
level II, second place; 
Ryan Crace, oral proficiency,'level II, third place; 
Liza Sizemore, oral proficiency, level III, first place; written proficiency, 
level III, second place; 
Andy Gross, oral proficiency, level III, second place; extemporaneous prose 
reading, level III, second place; 
Jeff Stutler, oral proficiency, level IV, first place; 
Kim Tutwiler, oral proficiency, level IV, second place; 
Jozanna Williams, oral proficiency, level V, first place; recitation of a 
literary passage, level V, second place; 
Valerie Keathley, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, third place; 
Dana Roberts, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; 
Jennie Williams, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; 
Nick Howell, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; 
Sean Mahannah, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, third place; 
Hareendrah Yalamanchili, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, first place; 
written proficiency, level IV, second place; 






Foreign Language--Boyd County 
4-4-4-4-4 
St'acey Barnette, recitation of a 1 iterary passage, level I, third pl ace; 
Anjali Bansal, recitation of a literary passage, level II, first place; 
Arch Rigsby, recitation of a literary passage, level II, second place; 
Beth Newberry, recitation of literary passage, level II, second place; 
Heather Greenwood, recitation of a literary passage, level II, second place; 
April Farmer, recitation of a 1 iterary passage, level II, third place; 
'listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Laura Hall, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
,Phillip Huffman, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Sarah Duncan, recitation of a 1 iterary passage, level IV, first place;, 
Andrea Morrow, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, second place; 
Carey Land, costumes (traditional), first place; 
Beverly Moore, costumes (period), first place; 1 istening proficiency, level' 
II, third place; 
Michelle Evans, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Allison Smith, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Rhonda Berginnis, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Lisa Delaney, listening proficiency, level IV, third place; 
,Julie Reynolds, written proficiency, level I, second place; 
Brad Fields, written proficiency, level III, third place; 
Emilie Warner, written proficiency, level IV, first place; 
Several students, drama (group), first place. 
Winners at the junior level were: 
CATLETTSBURG JUNIOR HIGH 
Spanish 
April Suttles, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level, third place; 
Tonia Hall, written proficiency, junior level, second place; 
SUMMIT JUNIOR HIGH 
French 
Jason Miller, recitation'of a literary passage, junior level, first place; 
extemporaneous prose reading, junior level, third place; 
Kayde White, recitation of a literary passage, junior level, second place; 
Joyce Yates, recitation of a literary passage, junior level, third place; 







Foreign Language--Boyd County 
5-5-5-5-5 
Tracy Tackett, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level, first place; 
Cory Bastian, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level, second place; 
Candi Chaney, written proficiency,'junior level, first place; 
Ryan Russell, listening proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Matt Williams, listening proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Brandy Kazee, listening proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Jocelynn Snoddy, 1 istening proficiency, junior level, third pl ace; 
Latin 
Laura Weaver" reading, junior 'level I, first place; 
Crystal Green, reading, junior level I, second pl ace; 
Stacey Clayton, reading, junior level I, third place; 
Annie Beamon, translation, junior level I, first place; 
Christy Huff, translation, junior level I, second place; 
Misty Rigsby, translation, junior level I, third place; 
Kristie Thomas, Heather Thomas, Mindy Kirk and Helen Zornes, construction 
models (group), jUDior level, first pl ace; 
Heather Burke, Sarah Young, Cathy Biggs and Sara Martin, construction models 
(~roup), junior level, second place; 
Christy Ison, construction models (individual), junior level, first pl ace; 
Randi Sturgill and Mary Roberts, real ia games (group), junior level, first 
p 1 ac e; 
Corrine Rathmann, Rona 
level, first place; 
Brown, Christy Huff, realia other (group), junior 
py 
Lee Douglas, frameable art (watercolor, etc.), junior level, third place. 
VERITY MIDDLE SCHOOL 
French 
Lydia Osborne, written proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Kerry Coffey, written proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Michele Wheeler, written proficiency, jUhior level, third,place; 
Hayley Hill, listening proficiency, junior,level, first place; 
Spanish 
Eric Morrow, listening proficiency, junior level, first place; 
Heather May, listening proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Kim Lowman, listening proficiency, junior level, third place; 
Pratish Shah, written proficiency, junior level, first place; 
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FOR Ir1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Three students from Elliott County High School were winners at 
. 
Morehead State University's Foreign Language Festival held recently on the MSU 
campus_ 
First, second and third place winners in French will compete in the State 
Foreign Language Festival scheduled May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The individual winners in the senior level were: 
'Becca Cox, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second place; 
Patricia Stephens, costumes (period), second place; 
Jamie Fraley and Tonya Willoughby, drama dialogue, second place_ 
##11# 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several ·students from Carter County were winners at Morehead 
State University's Foreign Language Festival held recently on the MSU campus. 
Fi rst, second and thi rd place wi nners in German and fi rst place wi nners in' 
Spanish will compete in the State Foreign Language Festival scheduled May 9 at the 
University of Kentucky. 
The individual winners in the senior level were: 
WEST CARTER. HIGH SCHOOL 
Gennan 
'Melinda Savage, recitation of a literary passage, level I, second place; 
Susan Jarvis, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place. 
Spanish 
Jennifer Thompson, oral prpficiency, level I, first place; 
Amanda Collinsworth, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place; 
Dave Henderson, extemporaneous prose reading, level y, first place; recitation 
of a literary passage, level Y, first place; 
py 
Mary Cox, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
Andrea Walker, recitation of.a literary passage, level III, third place; 
Sabrenia Thompson, listening proficiency, level II, third place. 
EAST CARTER JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Spanish 
Brent Lykins, oral proficiency, junior level, first place; 
Miranda Felty, oral proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Daniel Rice, oral p~oficiency, junior level, third place; 
Lisa Church, recitation of a literary passage, junior level, first·place; 
Aggie Arnett, recitation of a literary passage, junior level, second place; 
Becky McGlone, recitation of a literary passage, junior level, third place; 
Keven Beck, written proficiency, junior level, third place; 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_--Several students from Greenup County were winners at Morehead 
State University's Foreign Language Festival held recently on the MSU campus_ 
First, second and third place winners in Latin and German and first place 
winners in French will' compete in the State Foreign Language Festival scheduled 
May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The individual winners in the senior level were: 
RACELAND HIGH SCHOOL 
French 
Jennifer Bradley, oral proficiency, level I, third place; 
Melissa Metz, oral proficiency, level II, third place; 
Nicole Thompson, written proficiency, level I, first place; 
Denise Wells, written proficiency, level I, second place; 
Amy Warner, written proficiency, level II, second place; 
Jason Clarke, listening proficiency, level I, second place; 
Dawn Powell, listening proficiency, level II, first place; 
Teri Porter, costumes (period), third place_ 
German 
Erik Fraley, recitation of a literary passage, level II, first place; 
Kim Wales, written proficiency, level I, third place; listening profie;ency, 
1 evel 1-, second pl ace; 
Latin 
Ben B111s, frameable art (watercolor, etc.), senior level, first place_ 
RUSSELL HIGH SCHOOL 
French 
Mark Keeton, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; 
Cindy Buckholz, recitation of a literary passage, level 'II, first place; 
Socrates Maroudis, recitation of a literary passage, level II, second place; 
Jonathan Dick, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, third place; 
(MORE) 
-j 
Foreign Language--Greenup County 
2-2-2-2-2 
Ben Herring, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place; 
Will Judd, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place; 
Stephanie Lother, oral proficiency, level III, first place; 
. Heather Wright, written proficiency, level I, third place; 
John Vanhoose, written proficiency, level II, third place; 
Cliff Branham, written proficiency, level III, third place; 
David Daniels, listening proficiency, level II, second place; 
Amanda Pecks and Jonathan Dick, drama dialogue, first place; 
In addition, several RHS students placed first in drama (group) and third 
place in chorus. 
German 
David Meyer, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second pl ace; written 
proficiency, level I, third place; 
Latin 
Nicole Bailey, reading, level I, first place; 
Melinda Ferrell, reading, level II, third place; written proficiency, level I, 
second place; 
Patty Nelson, reading, level II, second place; 
Julie Eisel, reading, level II, third place; translation, level II, second 
·place; 
Rosa Kim, reading, level III, third place; derivatives, level III, first , 
pl ace; 
Matt Lee,reading, level III, second place; recitation of a literary passage, 
level III, first place; 
Robert Holder, reading, level IV, first pl ace; written proficiency, level IV, 
first place; 
David Deborde, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; . 
Tracey Stephenson, recitation of a literary passage, level II, first place; 
Anne Miller, recitation of a literary passage, level II, second place; 
Adrian Raiche, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Terri Andary, translation, level I, first place; written proficiency, 
level I, third place; 
Aaron Conley, translation, level II, third place; 
Belinda Runkle, translation, level III, third place; 





Foreign Language--Greenup County 
3-3-3-3-3 
Lourraine Tigas, translation, level IV, third place; 
Robin Spence, written proficiency, level II, first place; 
Michael Schrader, written proficiency, level II, .second place; 
Chris Oney, written proficiency, level III, second place; 
Becky Stamper, derivatives, level I, third place; 
Jeff Wysong, derivatives, level II, third place; 
Ed Gloria, derivatives, level III, second place; 
Jonathon Moore and Scott Stinnett, drama (group), first place; 
Aaron Conley, David Chapman and Lance Patton, construction models (group), 
senior level, first place; 
Amy Freholm, Allison Wadkins, Ryan Russell and David r~ills, construction 
models (group), senior level, second place; 
Hunter Thomas, construction models (individual), senior level, first place; 
Chris Fleming, construction models (individual), senior level, second place; 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_--Several students from Mason County High School were winners at 
Morehead State University's Foreign Language Festival held recently on the MSU 
campus. 
First, second and third place winners in German and Latin and first place 
winners in Spanish will compete in the State Foreign Language Festival scheduled 
May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The individual winners in the senior level were: 
German 
Steve Colemire, oral proficiency, level IV, first place; listening 
proficiency, level IV, first pl ace; 
py 
Rob Curtis', written proficiency, level ,II, first place; 
Latin 
Brian Heflin, reading, level I, second place; 
April Hartley, recitation of a literary passage, level I, second place; 
Bart Stears, frameable art (watercolor, etc.), senior level, second place; 
Wayne Mitchell, frameable art (watercolor, etc.), senior level, third place_ 
, Spanish 
Aurora Zessin, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, third place; 
Crystal Beiland, recitation of a 1 iterary passage, level I, third place; 
Heather O'Cull and Kerry Lockhart, drama dialogue, first place; 
In'addition, MCHS students placed third in chorus_ 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR I1~MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-..;A Menifee County High School student was a winner in Spanish at 
Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently on the 
MSU campus. 
In level I, Susan Chandler placed third in the recitation of a literary 
passage competition. 
The regional festival drew nearly 1,000 students from 16 senior and junior 
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.. - JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from Paintsville High School were winners in 
Spanish at Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival held 
recently on the MSU campus. 
The first place winners will compete in the State Foreign Language Festival 
scheduled May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The regional festival drew nearly 1,000 students from 16 senior and junior 
schools in Eastern Kentucky. 
Individual winners in the competition at th'e senior level were: 
Dushi Param, oral proficiency, level II, first place; 
James Grino, recitation of a literary passage, level I, second place; 
Sylena Bangudi, recitation of a 'literary passage, level II, second place; 
Navy jot Vidwan,listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Susan Butcher, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Shailong Dai, written proficiency, level I, third place; 
Leslie Kendrick, written proficiency, level II, first place'; 
Darren Boyd, wrftten proficiency, level II, third place. 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Students from Phelps High School were winners in French and 
German at Morehead State University's Foreign Language Festival held recently on 
the MSU campus. 
The first, second and third place winners will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled May 9 at the Univ'ersity of Kentucky. 
py 
The individual winners at the senior level were: 
French 
Angie Kender, recitation of a literary passage, level I, .third place; 
Jennifer Beasley, costumes (period), second place; 
In addition, PHS students placed second in, drama (group) and chorus. 
Gennan 
Robbie Blankenship, written proficiency, level I, second place. 
#### 





lEHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE'RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from Powell County High School competed in 
French and Spanish at Morehead State University's Regional Foreign Language 
Festival held recently on the MSU campus. 
The first place winners in both categories will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled for May 9 at the' University of Kentucky. 
The regional festival drew nearly 1,000 students from 17 senior and junior 
high schools in Eastern Kentucky. 
py 
The winners in the senior level were: 
French 
Tonia Wasson, recitation of a literary passage, level II, third place; 
Monica Smallwood, recitation of a literary passage, level III, first place; 
Sara Hood, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Emily Lucas, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, third place; 
Spanish 
Leslie Spangler, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; 
Martina Crabtree, listening proficiency, level I, third place; 
Snowy Montgomery, written proficiency, level I, second pl ace; 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from Rowan County Senior High School were 
winners in French and Spanish at Morehead State University's Foreign Language 
Festival held recently on the MSU campus. 
The first place winners in both categories will compete' in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled May 9 at the University of Kentucky. 
The regional competition drew nearly 1,000 students from 17 senior and junior 
high schools in Eastern Kentucky. 
The individual winners at the senior level were: 
French 
Mary Jaminet, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; listening 
proficiency, level II, second place; 
Simon Picasso, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; oral 
proficiency, level II, second place; 
Alisa Burchett, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, third place; 
Sunshine Ison, oral proficiency, level I, second place; 
Beth Mattingly, written proficiency, level III, second place; 
Leslie Forman, listening proficiency, level II, second place; 
Marc Cittone, listening proficiency, level III, third place; 
In addition, RCHS students took first place in chorus. 
Spanish 
Arlinda Pennington, oral proficiency, level I, second place; 
Sarah Dailey, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second place; 
Tiffany Jalalon, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place; 
Carrie Stidham, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
Claire Pritchard, recitation of a literary passage, level III, first place; 
written proficiency, level III, third place; 
py 
Chad Holt, listening proficiency, level I, second place; 
Mitch May, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Mike Chua, listening proficiency, level III, third place; 
Ryan Marshall, written proficiency, level III, third place; 
RCHS students also placed first in chorus. 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language' Festival held at 





throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the aliards on 
behalf, of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senio~ and student 
director of the festival, presented Kim Keeton with Summit Junior High School's 
awards in French. 
,(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Susan Stucker with Paul Blazer High School's 
awards in French. 
(MSU 'photo by Er i c Sh i nde 1 bowe r) 
5-8-92py 
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JUDITH YANCY, DIRECTOR 
MIJl"MORU STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
. throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Brenda Burton with Rowan County High School's 
" . 
allards in French. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shfndelbower) 
5-B-92py 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards 'on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Paula Sammons with Raceland High School's 
awards in French. 











MSU HOSTS FOREIGN-LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in" the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members fr"om 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banq~et to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Nyoka Wierman with Powell County High School's 
awards in French. 
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HSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State· University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of thei r students. Irene Henderson, 1 eft, Jeffersonvi1l e sen i or and student 
director of the festival, presented r1ary Ann Dyer with Boyd County High School's 
.awards in Spanish. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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HSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior hig,h schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior ~d student 
director of the festival, presented Terry Reynolds with Rowan County Higrn School's 
'awards in Spanish. 
, (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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HSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University.' Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Deana Duff w.ith Powell County High School's 
awards in Spanish. 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonvil.le senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Bill Tomlinson with Paul Blazer HigH School's 
awards in Spanish. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
, , Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the a\~ards on 
; I behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
, , 
'. 
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director of the festiv.al, presented Beverly Barker with West Carter High School's 
awards in Spanish. 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky 'attended the recent banquet to accept the awards. on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Mary Nell Young with Rowan County High ScliJool 's 
. awards in Spanish. 
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. 'MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty. members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf. of their students. Irene Henderson, 1 eft, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented ~lel issa .Jackson with Fairview High Schob] 's 
awards in Spanish • 
. (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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DRE.HI:~\U STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 "~OREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the. Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
.,Morehead State University •. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout. Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Antilony McDonie with East Carter High School's 
awards in Spanish. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University_ Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schoG:lls 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
I behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Beverly Waddell with Raceland High School's 
awards in German. 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE fESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Sheilah Childers with Bath County High School "s 
awards ,in German. 
(r4SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-8-92py 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
1 Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
I. behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student , 
director of the festival, presented Joyce Wellman with Boyd County High School's ., 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards on 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Debbie Brown. with West Carter High School's 
awards in German. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival meld at 
Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior hig/h schools 
. throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awa.lrds on· 









director of the festival, presented Sandra Thornbury with Summit Junior H"jgh 
School's awards in Latin. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at 
-1 Morehead State University. Faculty members from 17 senior and junior high schools 
" 
,.I throughout Eastern Kentucky attended the recent banquet to accept the awards' on 
l 
behalf of their students. Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented S'aundra Carte with Russell High School's awards 
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(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU HOSTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE FESTIVAL 
Nearly 1,000 students competed in the Regional Foreign Language Festival held at . 
Morehead State University. Faculty me~bers from 17 senior and junior high schools 





behalf of their students_ Irene Henderson, left, Jeffersonville senior and student 
director of the festival, presented Ellen Van Meter with Bath County High School's 
awards in· Latin_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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TEACHER OF THE YEAR GIVES TALK ·AT MSU 
Horehead State University recently hosted an awards banquet for faculty members 
whose students had participated in the Regional Foreign Language Festival. Tom 
Vlelch, French teac~er and head of the foreign language department at Jessamine 
County High School was the guest speaker. Vlelch, the State Department of 
Education's Teacher of the Year, spoke on "The Future. of Foreign Language 
Education." With him is r1ary Jo Netherton, MSU associate professor of French and 
festival coordinator. 
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May 8, 1992 
FOR. IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
I 
) MOREHEAD, Ky.----Inscape, Morehead State University's literary and arts 
magazine, has announced the winners of its 1992 spring competition • .. 
First and second prizes of $50 and $25 respectively were awarded at a recent 
Fine Arts Showcase where the student art works were presented and student writers 







C. Lynn Wells, a Sandy Hook junior, captured both first and second places in 
poetry with "Thief" and "Breaking Through." Earning honorable mention for their 
poems were Marta lomes, Mt. Sterling junior, and Derek Mudd,. Lebanon Junction' 
sophomore. 
In fiction, first place went to Cathy Silvers, Ewing junior, while Carol 
Mauriello, Maysville graduate student, took second. 
"Mystery," a monotype by T. Nannette Amsden, Berea sophomore, earned the first 
place art award. Second place went to Anthony Wolking, Park Hills sophomore, for 
an untitled tusche lithography. Earning an honorable mention with a drypoint 
print, "Sichuan," was Cynthia C. Osborne, Clearfield senior. 
These and the works of 10 other'writing and seven additional art finalists 
will appear in the next volume of Inscape, which is expected to be published in 
November. The spring 1992 issue of Inscape is now on sale at the University 
Bookstore at a cost of $1 each. 
The spring contest drew works by 46 writers, including 130 poems and 26 short 
stories, as well as 31 pieces by 17 artists, acc'ording to Dr. Michelle Boisseau, 
'faculty sponsor of Inscape. 
Serving as judges wer.e Mark Jarman of Vanderbilt University for poetry; Karen 
Osborn of the University of Kentucky for fiction, and CarrieLyn Peterson of MSU 
for art. 
·Held each semester, the competition is open to all MSU students, whether full 
or part-time students. It is sponsored by the Department of English, Foreign 
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****PLEASE DO NOT PUBLISH AS THIS IS A MEDIA ADVISORY ONLY**~ 
Four inmates of the Eastern Ken~ucky Correctional Complex will receive Associate 
of Arts degrees from Morehead State University in a special commencement program in 
the EKCC Chapel at 6:30 p,m_ on Friday, May 15. MSU has been offering college 
classes at EKCC since fall 1990 and these are the first graduates from this program. 




Names of reporters and photographers must be received by the Office 
. of Media Relations no later than 2 p.m. on Wednesday, May 13. 
Media representatives will be subject to the same procedures as all 
visitors to the correcitonal complex and should arrive no later than 
5:30 p.m. for briefing. 
One inmate, who will be present, has asked that he neither be. named 
nor photographed, and that appl ies to TV coverage as well. 
Any photographing of inmates will be at the discretion of EKCC officials. 
If you bel ieve you can work within these restrictions and want to cov'er this event, 
please call my office at (606) 783-2030 by 2 p.m. Wednesday, May 13, and leave the 
name(s) of your media representative(s) with Ms. Rigdon. 
#### 
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OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT RECOGNIZED 
During the recent Academic Awards Convocation, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding graduate and undergraduate students in various academic departments_ 
MSU President C_ Nelson Grote presented Chris Cropp of Mt. Sterling with a 
certificate recognizing him as the Oustanding Graduate Student in the College of 
Applied Sciences and Technology's Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-11-92jy 
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OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT RECOGNIZED 
During the recent Academic Awards Convocation, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding graduate and undergraduate students in various academic departments. 
MSU President C. Nelson Grote presented Millard Ray Brown of Morehead with a 
certificate recognizing him as the Oustanding Business Administration Graduate 
Student in the College of Business. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbovler) 
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OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT RECOGNIZED 
During the recent Academic Awards Convocation, Morehead State University honored 
- outstanding graduate and undergraduate students in various academic departments. 
MSU President C. Nelson Grote presented James V. Hazelbaker of Peebles, Ohio, with 
a certificate recognizing him as the Oustanding Graduate Student in the College of 
Applied Sciences and Technology's Department of Industrial Education and 
Techno logy. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RECOGNIZED 
During the recent Academic Awards Convocation, r10rehead State University honored 
outstanding graduate and undergraduate students in various academic departments_ 
r1SU President C_ Nel son Grote presented Lori Godby of Sandy Hook with a certificate 
recognizing her as the Oustanding Undergraduate Student in the College of Arts and 
Sciences' Department of Communications_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU STUDENT COMMISSIONED 
606-783-2030 
: Thomas S. James, a senior at Morehead State University, was recently commissioned , 
a second lie~tenant in the U.S. Army. Pinning on his gold bars are his parent, 
Beverly and Danney James of Morehead. The new 2nd Lt. James, a government major, 
is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree at MSU's Spring Commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower), 
-; 5-12-92py 
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MSU CAMPUS VISITORS 
Nearly 35 students from M.C. Napier High School visited the r~orehead State 
University campus recently. The informal agenda included stops at the Folk Art 
Collection and various classroom buildings. The group gathered in Adron Doran 
... University Center for an official photo. 
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May 12, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ways for teachers to use Jesse Stuart's writings in their 
classroom will be the primary focus of the 14th annual Jesse Stuart Symposium to be 
held at Morehead State University on Friday, June 26, at the Adron Doran University 
Cente r. 
Hosted by MSU with the assistance of the Jesse Stuart Foundation, Inc., the 
Symposium is part of the University's weeklong Appalachian Celebration which begins 
Sunday, June 21. 
The program begins with films pertaining to the Appalachian author's life and 




i i , 
concurrent sessions on utilization of Stuart materials at the elementary and 
secondary levels. 
Conducting the elementary school session will be Hoyt LeFever, principal of 
Clinton County Elementary School, and Anne Lyon, a teacher at Oil Springs 
Elementary School. 
Secondary school presenters will be Joy Gooding, a Fleming County school 
teacher, and C. D. Charles, national marketing director for the Jesse Stuart 
Foundation. 
"In pl anning this year's Symposium, we made a concerted effoct to structure 
• 
our program to offer teachers some innovative methods of incorporating Jesse 
Stuart's marvelous writings into their classroom," said George Eyster, director of 
, MSU's regional development services. 
, .~ 
"But we also have included some less specialized activities for those people 
who just appreciate the writings of this noted Appalachian author," Eyster ad"ded. 
(MORE) 
· I -. 
Stuart Symposium 
2-2-2-2-2 
At 3:30 p.m., Jimmy Lowe will present his one-man show, "Yours Respectfully, 
Jesse Stuart." Lowe, who teaches high school Engl ish in Barren County, will appear 





Series celebrating the state's bicentennial. 
Featured at 4:30 p.m. will be Glennis Stuart Liles, the younger sister of 
Kentucky's late poet laureate, who will talk about her brother's work in a summary 
session. 
While the films and the afternoon sessions are open to the public without 
charge, the Symposium will end with an Awards and Recognition Dinner at 6 p.m. for 
which reservations will be necessary. The cost of the dinner will be $15 for the 
general public and $10 for elementary and secondary teachers. 
At this time, the Stuart Foundation will present several awards recognizing 
special individuals for their efforts in helping keep Stuart's works in the public 
eye, according to Judy B. Thomas, chairperson of the Stuart Foundation. 
"Traditionally, the awards dinner has been a homecoming for Stuart fans 
nationwide," said Dr. James M. Gifford, executive director of the Foundation. "And 
we encourage everyone to join us for this special evening of fellowship," he added. 
Reservations- for the dinner will be accepted through 4 p.m. June 19 and may be 
made by calling MSU's Regional Development Services at (606) 783-2077. 
Symposium participants also will have the option of taking part in a bus tour 
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May 12, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MT. STERLING, Ky.---Morehead State University's Small Business Development 
Center in cooperation with the Exchange Bank of ~lt. Sterl ing will present a 
"Business Loans-'-How to Apply" seminar on Tuesday, May 19. 
There is no charge for the program which will begin at 6 p.m. at the Exchange 
Bank lobby, North r~aysville and High Streets' in Mt. Sterl ing. 
The three-hour session will cover the correct way to prepare a loan proposal 
to be presented to your banker, potential investors and/or the Small Business 
Administration. 
Seminar reservations may be made by calling (606) 783-2895. Arrangements will 
be made for the handicapped when requested in advance. 
The program also is co-sponsored by MSU's College of Business, the Kentucky 
Cabinet for Economic Development Small Business Division, Morehead-Rowan County and 
Mt. Sterling-Montgomery County Chambers of Commerce, Buffalo Trace and Gateway Area 
Development Districts and SCORE Branch (Service Core of Retired Executives) from 
Mt. Sterl ing-Montgomery County. 
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May 12, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY.---Morehead State University will confer degrees on more than 700 
undergraduate and graduate candidates, award an honorary doctorate to its outgoing 
president and recognize two others for outstanding service during Spring 
Commencement on Saturday, May 16. 
The program begins at 1:30 p.m. in MSU's Academic-Athletic Center. 
MSU Presi dent C. Ne 1 son Grote, who will be the speaker, wil'- recei ve the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. MSU Regent Charles D'. Wheeler of 
Ashland will make the presentation. Dr. Grote, the University's 11th president, 
will retire,June 30 after leading MSU through five years of unprecedented growth. 
Under Dr. Grote's leadership, MSU's enrollment has reached record-breaking 
heights, a multi-million dollar renovation to the utility 'tunnel has been 
completed, a new telecommunications network has been installed and several 
residence halls have been remodeled. Other milestones in his tenure include 
adoption of a campus master plan and implementation of a strategic planning process 
which is also linked to the budget process. 
"l Spring 1992 Commencement also will be the stage for the presentation of two 







the highest ideals of citizenship and service. 
Joyce B. LeMaster, an associate professor of English, will be the first 
recipient of MSU's Distinguished Faculty Service Award. A member of the faculty 
since 1961, she has given more than 30 years of dedicated service to MSU, to its 
service region and to the state, assuming a wide range of roles. 
A frequent presenter of scholarly papers at professional meetings, she has 
been a member of the Kentucky Humanities Council board of directors, a six-time 
coordinator for the Jesse Stuart Symposium, served as an adjudicator for the Robert 
C. Byrd Scholarships and made more than 100 appearances with the MSU Performing 
Arts Trio. 
Active in'civic causes, she has helped raise funds as a three:time co-chair of 
the Morehead Woman's Cl ubCharity Ball as well as for the Ameri can Cancer Soc i ety' s 
Ja il-a-thon and Door-to-Door campai gns. A past pre's ident of the Rowan County 
Democratic Woman's Club, she is a charter member of Morehea'd Rotary International 
and has been recognized by the Rowan County Historical Society for contributions to 
local history. 
(MORE) 
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Rosina Sue Woodrow of Elliottville, who retired this spring due to illness, 
has been selected to receive the first Distinguished Staff Service Award. A member 
of MSU's physical plant staff since 1977, Woodrow is a native of Czechoslovakia, 
who came to this country in the early 1950s and gained U. S, citizenship in 1955. 
A displaced person during World War II, Woodrow is described by friends as one 
who has "always cherished the freedoms that many of us take for granted." An 
outspoken and active citizen, she has assisted the Cancer Society, been active in 
the Democratic Woman's Club, attended governmental board meetings frequently and 
worked to improve water service, roads and ·public education county-vlide. 
Exercising her right of free speech, she has been a frequent contributor of 
letters to the editor, writing on topics she believed to be important, and has 
taken an active role in political campaigns of candidates in whom she believed. 
"Each working in her own way, these individuals truly have given of themselves 
in service to enhance the quality of life for all of us," said President Grote. 
Following Dr. Grote's commencement address and the conferring of degrees, the 
University's newest alumni will be welcomed into the MSU Alumni Association by its 
president, Ted Coakley of Harrison, Ohio. 
Serving as grand marshal for the ceremony will be Dr. George M. Luckey Jr., 
professor of philosophy. Faculty marshals will be Dr. Ben Flora, professor of 
mathematics, and Dr. Frances Helphinstine, professor of English. 
Student marshals will be Janet Ferguson of West Liberty, Chandra Loganathan of 
Morehead, representing Graduate and Extended Campus Programs; Rachel James of Ezel, 
Brian Bailey of Salyersville, College of Applied Sciences. and Technology; Kristi 
Maddix of Olive Hill ,Paul Schurman of Catlettsburg, College of Business; Tammy 
Brown of Morehead, Brian Rau of Winchester, College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences, and Denise Caudill of Marion, Ohio, Hays Gozzard of Morehead, College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
Immediately following' the ceremony, President and Mrs. Grote will greet the 
graduates and their families at a reception sponsored by the Alumni Association. 
Commencement activities begin at 9 a.m. in Button Auditorium with the pinning 
ceremony for graduates from the associate and baccalaureate nursing degree 
programs. At 10:30 a.m. in Reed Hall AUditorium, MSU's ROTC Program will hold 
commissioning ceremonies for eight of its students as second lieutenants. 
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Now thru May 19, 1992 
30 sec 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
IN COOPERATION WITH THE EXCHANGE BANK OF MT. STERLING WILL 
OFFER A "BUSINESS LOANS" SEMINAR ON TUESDAY, MAY 19, 
BEGINNING AT 6 P.M. THE PROGRAM WILL BE HELD AT THE EXCHANGE 
BANK LOBBY. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR ATTENDING. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION ARE AVAILABLE FROM MOREHEAD 
STATE'S SBDC AT 783-2895. 
#### 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
I held recently on the campus. Melissa Grigsby, right, Dayton, Ohio, sophomore, was 
presented the Daughters of Founders and Patriots of America Award by Sgt. Maj. 
• 
• 
George D. Lewis, chief instructor of mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
'held recently on the campus_ Robert Conn, right, Wallingford freshman, was 
presented the Sons of the American Revolution A\;ard by the Rev. James Diamond. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Travis Burchett, right, Maysville junior, was 
presented the General Dynamics AROTC Award by Capt. Joseph H. Pillow, assistant 
professor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbo~ler) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students· during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Ellie O. Johnson, right, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, 
was presented the American Defense Preparedness Association Award by Capt. Joseph 
H. Pillow, assistant professor of military science. Johnson also received a 
Department of the Army Superior Cadet Decoration and the Cadet Battalion Commander 
Award. 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of r1ilitary Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Larry Holbrook, right, Olive Hill junior, was 
presented the American Veterans of ,Iorld War II, Korea, and Vietnam Award by Maj. 
Andrew Raymond, assistant professor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Kristina Johnson, right, Hazard freshman, was 
p resented the r~i 1 i tary Orde rs of Worl d Wa rs Award by Sgt. Maj. George D. Lewi s, 
chief instructor of military science. Johnson also received the Department of the 
Army Superior Cadet Decoration. 
(MSU photo by'Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
( of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
. held recently on the campus. Michael Bailey, right, Louisville senior, was 
I : 
presented the Military Orders of World Wars Award by Maj. Andre\~ Raymond, assistant 
professor of military science. 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military'Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Denver Chaffin, right, Louisa junior, was presented 
the Association of the United States Army Award by Maj. Andrew Raymond, assistant 
professor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Susan Kaelin, right, Louisville junior, was presented 
the Association of the United States Army Award in Military History by Sgt. Maj. 
George D_ Lewis, chief instructor of military science, 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Rebecca Johnson, right, Morehead sophomore, was 
presented the Society of the 14ar of 1812 Award by Master Sgt. Harrison B. 
Robertson, chief instructor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Mil itary Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Shannon Zeigler, right, Batavia, Ohio, senior, was 
presented the American Legion Award by Capt. Joseph H. Pillow, assistant professor 
of mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Sherry L. Gray, right, Hardin County junior, was 
presented the American Legion Award by CSM Claude Meade, American Legion 
representative. 
(~1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Randy Wilson, right, Morehead freshman, was presented 
the Veterans of Foreign Wars Award by SGM Ret. Gerald McDaniel, of the Morehead 
post of VFW. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. James Shelton, right, Grayson senior, was presented 
the Daughters of the American Revolution Award by Maxine Stephens. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Kenneth Charles, right, Majestic sen'ior, was 
presented the Reserve Officers' Association Award by Maj_ Andrew Raymond, assistant 
professor of mil ita ry sci ence_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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• ROTC AWARDS GIVEN ,AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science'recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Carl Potter, right, Hazel Green senior, was presented 
the Reserve Officers' Association Award by Capt. Joseph H. Pillo\~, assistant 
professor of mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Kenneth Smith, right, West Union, Ohio, senior, was 
presented the Basic Rifle Marksmanship award by Sgt. 1st Class Ralph Logan, 
training NCO. Smith also received the Retired Officers' Association Award. 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Stephanie Francis, right, Salyersville junior, was 
presented the Cadet Sattal ion Sergeant r1ajor Award by Sgt. Maj. George D. Lewis, 
chief instructor. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Robert Gossett, right,. Flemingsburg junior, was 
presented the Department of the Army Superior Cadet Decoration by Maj_ Andrew 
Raymond, assistant professor of mil itary science._ 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards cer~mony 
held recently on the campus. Steve Hilson, right, r40rehead freshman, was presented 
a Professor of Military Science Achievement Award Certificate by Sgt. Maj. George 
D. Lewis, chief instructor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Annelle Jones, right, Waukegan, Ill., freshman, was 
presented a Professor of Military Science Achievement Award Certificate by Master 
Sgt. Harrison B. Robertson, chief instructor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT I1SU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
. held recently on the campus. Regina Oney, right, Jeffersonville senior, was 
presented a Professor of r1il itary Science Achievement Award Certificate by Master 
Sgt. Harrison B. Robertson, chief instructor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ David Grebe, right, Loui.sville sophomore, ~Jas 
presented a Professor of Military Science Achievement Award Certificate by Maj_ 
Andre\~ Raymond, assistant professor of mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards cerem~ny 
held recently on the campus_ Michael Hall, right, Mayking junior, was presented a 
Professor of Mil itary Science Achievement Award Certificate by Capt. Joseph H_ 
Pillow, assistant professor of military science_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Stephanie Bailey, right, Lexington senior, was 
presented a Professor of Military Science Achievement Award Certificate by Capt. 
Joseph H. Pillow, assistant professor of military science, 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus_ Shawna Hunter, right, Morehead freshman, was 
presented an MSU Certificate of Appreciation by Sgt_ Maj_ George D. Lewis, chief 
instructor of mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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Morehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Lolita Wells, right, Volga senior, was presented an 
MSU Certificate of Appreciation by Sgt. Maj. George D. Lewis, chief instructor of 
mil itary science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC AWARDS GIVEN AT ~lSU 
Mqrehead State University's Department of Military Science recognized achievements 
of its Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) students during an awards ceremony 
held recently on the campus. Joseph Riley, right, Middletown, Ohio, freshman, was 
presented an MSU Certificate of Appreciation by Master Sgt. Harrison B. Robertson, 
chief instructor of military science. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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11ay 12, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
t10REHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of 
Arts and Sciences were recognized for academic excellence at the college's Student 
Honors Luncheon held recently. 
This event, part of the University's Academic A~lards Week, allows the college 
to recognize the accomplishments of its students. Each department within the 
college presented academic and scholastic awards to its outstanding students. 
Presentations from the Department of Art went to Craig Zaharte of Winchester, 
Outstanding Graduate Student; Tim Harmon, Flemingsburg senior, Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student; Sonya Peer of Cynthiana, Outstanding Freshman; ~liranda 
Kreitzer of Morehead and Anthony Wolking of Park Hills, Outstanding Sophomores; 
Candace Meade Fisher, Millstone junior, J.E. Duncan Scholarship, and Cynthia 
Osborne of Clearfield, Outstanding Senior. 
, Recognized from the Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences were: 
• t4ichael D. Hardin of Clearfield, Outstanding Graduate Student; Luther A. Sexton, 
Whitesburg senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student; Lowell G. Arn~tt, 
Salyersville senior, Outstanding Pre-t4edicine Student;. Kelley J. Mobley, Sandy Hook 
senior, Outstanding Medical Technology Student; Lori·K. Patrick, Salyersville 
junior, Pre-Physical Therapy Student; 
, ! 
Tanya M. Pierce, Springfield, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Environmental Sciences 
Student; Jennifer R. Skidmore, Vanceburg senior, Outstanding Pre-Pharmacy Student; 
Robin L. Burchett, Prestonsburg junior, Outstanding.Pre-Dentistry Student; Anthony 
D. Phillips, Washington Court House, Ohio, sophomore, Outstanding Pre-Chiropractic 
Student. 
Also, Environmental Science Scholarships were awarded to Joseph E. Boggs, 
Louisa senior, Robert B. Layne, Morehead sophomore, Cindy K. Triplett, Salt Lick 
senior, and Samuel R. Wheeler, Morehead senior. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Communications were: Aree 
Waeochan of Bangkok, Thailand, Outstanding Graduate Student and Outstanding 
Internati'onal Student; Lori 'Godby, Sandy Hoole senior, Outstanding Undergraduate 
Student; Melanie Culbertson, Salyersville sophomore, Outstanding Service as Editor, 
The Raconteur; Amy Collier, Whitesburg senior, Outstanding Service as Managing 
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Kristi Phillips, Fayetteville, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Editor, The Trail 
Blazer; Greta Wakeman, Vanceburg senior, Outstanding Managing Editor, The Trail 
Blazer; t~ichele Johnson, Sharpsburg senior, and Angela Beam, Catlettsburg senior, 
Outstanding Advertising Managers, The Trail Blazer; 
Elaine Webb, Dana senior, Outstanding News Anchor and Outstanding 
Videographer, NewsCenter 12; Holly Catanzaro, Erlanger senior, Outstanding 
Videographer, NewsCenter 12;, Keith Farmer, Richmond senior, and Kevin McGuffy, 
Waynesburg senior, Outstanding Sports Anchors, NewsCenter 12; Jamie t~ider, 
Blanchester, Ohio, sophomore, Outsta'nding Co-Anchor, Ne\;sCenter 12; Angela Skeens, 
Feds Creek junior, Best New Anchor, NewsCenter 12; Rachel Rose, Russell junior, 
Best New We'ather Anchor, NewsCenter 12; June Hamilton, Morehead senior, Best New 
Field Reporter, NewsCenter 12; 
Melissa Schulte Conway, Butler senior, David Stanford, Auxier senior, Melissa 
Wireman, Salyersville senior, and Angela Lathery, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, 
Outstanding Undergraduate Students in Radio-Television; James Barger of Morehead, 
Outstanding Graduate Student in Radio-Television; Rachel Craft, Morehead senior, 
Outstanding Speech/Theatre Student and Individual Events National Participant; Greg 
Adams, Cynthiana senior, Outstanding Speech/Theatre Education Student and 
Individual Events National Participant; Amy Darnell, Lebanon, Ohio, senior, 
Outstanding Forensics Student an,d Individual Events National Participant; April 
Erdmann, Eldorado, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Speech Student and Individual Events 
National Participant; 
Marcella Salyer of Carver, Outstanding Graduate Student in Speech; Jill 
Karwatka, Morehead freshman, t'lost Promising New Student in Speech and Individual 
Events National Participant; Melinda Nolan of Morehead, Outstanding Graduate 
Student in Theatre; Rick Carlson, Bartlett, Ill., senior, Sylvia E. Layne, Morehead 
senior, and Frank Santorelli, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Undergraduate 
Students in Theatre; Kelly Dedman, Lawrenceburg junior, Most Promising New Student 
in Theatre and Individual Events National Participant; Denise Volhop, Dayton 
freshman, Most Promising New Student in Theatre, and Jessica Hester, Louisville 
sophomore; Noal Oney Memorial Scholarship in Theatre. 
Also recognized as Individual Events National Participants were: Adam King, 
Shepherdsville freshman; Keith Thomas, Cynthiana freshman; Donna Woodall, Morehead 
freshman; Stacy Windows, Elsmere freshman; Ashley VanScoyoc, Blacksburg, Va., 
freshman; Chad Ratliff, Jeffersonville freshman; Larry Coy, Shepherdsville 
sophomore; Lesia Bryant, Blue Creek, Ohio, junior; Mary Whidden, Morehead 
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Receiving recognition from the Department of English, Foreign Languages and 
Philosophy were: Stacy Evans of Sandy Hook, Outstanding Graduate Student; 
El izabeth BUrton, Morehead junior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student; Kelly Walsh 
of Vanceburg, Outstanding Senior in English and Outstanding Student in French; Toni 
Blanton of West Liberty, Outstanding Senior in English; Jennifer Belcher, Ashland 
junior, Outstanding Student in Russian and Outstanding Student in Spanish, and 
Michele Woolwine, Bland, Va., senior, Outstanding Student in Philosophy. 
Recognized from the Department of Geography, Government and History were: 
John Manley, Mt. Sterling senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student; Courtney Neff, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Government; Samuel 
Wheeler, Morehead senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Geography; LuAnn 
Oney, Sharpsburg senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Paralegal Studies; 
David Lacy, Hazel Green senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student in History; Mark 
Henderson, Jeffersonville junior, George T. Young Award; Heather Johnson, Morehead 
senior, Edwa and Allie Young Award; Twila Dawn Farace of Flemingsburg, We~t 
Publ ishing Award for a Promising Junior, and Joell a Jones of Betsy, Layn'e, West 
Publishing Award for a Promising Sophomore. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Mathematics were: Olen Hoyt 
Gamble, West Liberty senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding 
Graduating Student in Mathematics (Non-Teaching Major); Samson Assefa from 
Ethiopia, Outstanding Undergraduate Student, Outstanding Graduating Student in 
Mathematics and Computer Programming and Thomas E. Fouch Mathematics Award; Martha 
Boggs, Sandy Hook graduate student, Outstanding Graduating Student in ~1athematics 
(Teading Major); Barry Blevins, Flatwoods senior, Outstanding Graduating Student 
in Mathematics (Teaching r~ajor); Dana Calland, Maysville graduate student, 
Outstanding Statistics Student. 
Recognized from the Department of Music were: Jennifer Lucas of Morehead, 
Outstanding Graduate Student; Laura Bevins, Huntington, W.Va., senior, Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student, Sigma ·Alpha Iota Scholarship Award and Raymond P. Ross, Sr. 
Memorial; Bettsy Hensley, Maysville freshman, Edwa Peters Young Memorial Award; 
Patrice Yezzi, Lynx, Ohio., senior, Helen F. Fulbright Memorial Music Education 
Citation; 
Karen Armstrong, Lafayette, Ind., senior, Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor 
,Certificate; John Wesley Finn, Bedford, Ind., sophomore, Music Creativity Award; 
Donald Sorah, East Stone Gap, Va., senior, Mary Albers Memorial Scholarship; Scott 
Franklin, Indianapolis, Ind., senior, A. Frank Gallaher Memorial Music Performance 
Compet it i on; 
(MORE) 
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John Lemmings, Flatwoods junior, Phillip Conley Memorial; Larry Galbreath, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, junior, Robert Hawkins Memorial Scholarship; Jeffrey Schmidt, 
Nicholasville senior, Jamey Aebersold Jazz Scholarship, and Timothy Gipson, 
Louisville junior, Sigma Alpha Iota Scholarship. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Physical Sciences were: Eric 
Pigman, Maysville junior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding Student 
"' in Engineering Physics; Heather Adkins, Morehead freshman, General Chemistry Award; 
• 
-. 
Brian Binion, Morehead junior, Organic Chemistry Award; Tim Howard, Salyersville 
senior, Outstanding Student in· Chemistry; Eric Thomas, Morehead graduate student, 
Outstanding Student in Geoscience; Beverly Reed of Winchester; Outstanding 
Sophomore Engineering Physics Student, and Phillip W. Stinson, Morehead junior, 
Most Outstanding Physics Student. 
Recognized from TV Productions were: Kell i Elam, Salyersville senior; Terry 
Yeast, Harrodsburg senior; Carol Tuck, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior; Billy Williamson, 
Morehead senior; Kevin McGuffey, Waynesburg senior, and Joy Buckner, Hazard senior. 
Receiving a special award was Cherie Elise Bishop, Morehead senior, Delta Zeta 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards ,ieek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students fn the various departments_ Cherie El ise Bishop, right, 
t10rehead senior, received the Delta Zeta Mable Barber Award during the College of 
Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon_ Betty Jo Peters, assistant professor of 
English, made the presentation. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, t~orehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Luther A. Sexton, right, 
Whitesburg senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. MSU President C. Nelson Grote 
made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Un i vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Elizabeth Burton, right, Morehead 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department of 
English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Scie.nces Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. John Manley, right, Mt. Sterling 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department of 
Geography, Government and History. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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I ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Olen Hoyt Gamble, right, West 
~i Liberty senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department 
of Mathematics. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the 
Co 11 ege of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Lunc.heon. Gamb 1 e also was named the 













(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards l~ee1<, Morehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Samson Assefa, right, Ethopian 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department of 
Mathematics. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the 
College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. Assefa al~o was named the 
Outstanding Graduating Student in Mathemathics and Computer Programming and 
received the Thomas E. Fouch Mathematics Award. 
(r1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri n g the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Uni vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Eric Pigman, right, Maysville 
junior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department of 
Physical Sciences. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the 
College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. Pigman also received the 
Department's Outstanding Student in Engineering Physics award. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, r10rehead State Uni versity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Craig Zahrte of Winchester, 
right, was named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of Art. MSU 
President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Michael D. Hardin of Clearfield, 
right, was named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of Biological 
and Envi ronmental Sciences. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation 
during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Aree Waeochan of Bangkok, 
Thailand, right, was named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of 
Communications. MSU·President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the 
College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. Waeochan also received the 
Outstanding International Student Award. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, t10rehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Stacy Evans of Sandy Hook, right, 
was named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of English, Foreign 
Languages and Philosophy. MSU President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation 
during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon; 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Jennifer Lucas of Morehead, 
-: .right, \~as named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of Music_ 
MSU .President C. Nelson Grote made the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Cindy Osborne of Clearfield, 
left, was named the Outstanding Senior from the Department of Art. Dr. Roger 
Jones, professor of art, made the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri ng the recent Academic Awards Week, ~lorehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Anthony Wolking of Park Hills, 
left, was named an Outstanding Sophomore from the Department of Art. Dr. Roger 
Jones, professor of art, made the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards ,leek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Miranda Kreitzer of Morehead, 
left, was named an Outstanding Sophomore from the Department of Art. Dr. Roger 
Jones, professor of art, made the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric ShindelboVler) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Sonya Peer of Cynthiana, left, 
was named the Outstanding Freshman from the Department of Art. Dr. Roger Jones, 
professor of art, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Heek, Morehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Candace Meade Fisher, left, 
r~illstone junior, received the J.E. Duncan Scholarship from the Department of Art. 
Dr. Roger Jones, professor of art, made the presentation during the College of Arts 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Heather Adkins, right, Morehead 
fres hman, recei ved the General Chemi st ry Award from the Department of Phys i ca 1 
Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic affairs, made 
the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student. Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~lorehead State Un i vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Brian Binion, right, Morehead 
junior, received the Organic Chemistry Award from the· Department of Physical 
Sciences_ Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic affairs, made. 
the presentation during the College of Arts and .Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Tim Howard, right, Salyersville 
senior, was named the Outstanding Student in Chemistry by the Department of 
Physical Sciences_ Dr. John C_ Philley, interim vice president for academic 
affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academi c Awards Week, r~orehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Eric Thomas, right, Morehead 
graduate student, was named the Outstanding Student in Geoscience by the Department 
of Physical Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic 
affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards L~eek, f10rehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Beverly Reed of Winchester, 
right, was named the Outstanding Sophomore in Engineering Physics Student by the 
Department of Physical Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for 
academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(~1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT HSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards \veek, Morehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
I. outstanding students in the various departments. Phillip W. Stinson, right, 
Morehead junior, was named the Most Outstanding Physics Student by the Department 
of Physical Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic 
affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
,-
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards 11eek, Horehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Lowell G. Arnett, right, 
Salyersville junior, was named the Outstanding Pre-Medicine Student by the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, 
interim vice president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the 
College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Lori K. Patrick, right, 
Sa lyersvi 11 e jun i 0 r, recei ved the Pre-Phys i ca 1 Therapy Student Award from the 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim 
vice president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of 
Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT 11SU 
During the recent Academic Awards 11eek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the- various departments. Tanya M. Pierce, right, 
Springfield, Ohio, senior, was named Outstanding Environmental Sciences Student 
by the. Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, 
interim vice president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the 
College of Arts' and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Jennifer R. Skidmore, right, 
Vanceburg senior, was named Outstanding Pre-Pharmacy .Student by the Department of 
Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president 
for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, ~lorehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Robin L_ Burchett, right, 
Prestonsburg junior, was named Outstanding Pre-Dentistry Student by the Department 
of Biological and Environmental Sciences_ Dr_ John C_ Philley, interim vice 
president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts. 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon_ 
(r1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, t10rehead State Uni ve rs i ty honored 
outstanding student~ in the various departments. Anthony D. Phillips, right, 
Washington Court House, Ohio, sophomore, was named Outstanding Pre-Chiropractic 
Student by the Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. 
Philley, interim vice president for academic affairs, made the presentation during 
the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT HSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Joseph E. Boggs, right, Louisa 
senior, received an Environmental Science Scholarship from the Department of 
Biological and Envi ronmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president 
for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Robert B. Layne, right, Morehead 
sophomore, received an Environmental Science Scholarship from the Department of 
Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president 
for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Cindy K. Triplett, right, Salt 
Lick senior, received an Environmental Science Scholarship from the Department of 
Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr_ John C. Philley, interim vice president 
for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbovler) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards vleek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Samuel R. Wheeler, right, 
Morehead senior, received an Environmental Science Scholarship from the Department 
of Biological and Environmental Sciences. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice 
president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. Wheeler also was named the Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student in Geography by the Department of Geography, Government and 
History. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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lEHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Jennifer Belcher, right, Ashland 
junior, ~Ias named the Outstanding Student in Russian and the Outstanding Student in 
Spanish by the Department of English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy. Dr_ John. 
C_ Philley, interim vice president for academic affairs, made the presentation 
during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU . 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Toni Blanton of West Liberty,· 
right, was named an Outstanding Senior in English by the Department of English, 
Foreign Languages and Philosophy. Dr. John C. Philley, interim. vice president for 
academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
I . 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Un i vers Hy honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Kelly Walsh of Vanceburg, right, 
was named an Outstanding Senior in English by the Department of English, Foreign 
Langua.ges and Philosophy. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice president for academic 
affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. ~~ichele Woolwine, right, Bland, 
Va., senior, was named an Outstanding Student in Philosophy by the Department of 
English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy. Dr. John C. Philley, interim vice 
president for academic affairs, made the presentation during the College of Arts 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Courtney Neff, left, Chillicothe, 
Ohio, senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Government by the 
Department of Geography, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Flatt, professor of 
history, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. LuAnn Oney, left, Sharpsburg 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Paralegal Studies by the 
Department of Geography, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Flatt, professor of 
history, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various -departments. David Lacy, left, Hazel Green 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in History by the 
Department of Geography, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Fl att, professor of 
history, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. .. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Mark Henderson, left, 
Jeffersonville junior, received the George T. Young Award from the Department of 
Geogra.phy, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Flatt, professor of history, made 
the presentation during the College of Arts and .Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departme~ts_ Heather Johnson, left, Morehead 
senior, received the Edwa and Allie Young Award from the Department of Geography, 
Government and History_ Dr. Donald F. Flatt, professor of history, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon_ 
. (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbo~ler) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Twila Dawn Farace of 
Flemingsburg, left, received the West Publishing Award for a Promising Junior from 
the Department of Geography, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Flatt, 
professor of history, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments~ Joella Jones of Betsy Layne, 
left, received the West Publishing Award for a Promising Sophomore from the 
Department of Geography, Government and History. Dr. Donald F. Flatt, professor of 
history, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Bettsy Hensley, left, Maysville 
freshman, received the Edwa Peters Young Memorial AViard from the Department of 
Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the presentation during 
the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I', outstanding students in the various departments. Patrice Yezzi, left, Lynx, Ohio, 
senior, received the Helen F. Fulbright Memorial Music Education Citation from the 
Department of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Donald Sorah, left, East Stone. 
Gap, Va., freshman, received the Mary Albers Memorial Scholarship from the 
Department of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead state University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Scott Franklin, left, 
Indianapolis, Ind., senior, received the A. Frank Gallaher Memorial Music 
Performance Competition Award from the Department of Music. Dr. Christopher 
Gallaher, department chair, made the presentation during the College of Arts and· 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. John Lemmings, left, Fl atwoods 
junior, received the Phillip Conley Memorial Award from the Department of Music. 
Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon· 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbo~ler) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
It outstanding students in the various departments. Larry Galbreath, left, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, junior, received the Robert Hawkins Memorial Scholarship from the 
Department of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
oytstanding students in the various departments. Jeffrey Schmidt, left, 
i 
Nicholasville senior, received a Jamey Aebersold Jazz Scholarship from the 
DJpartment of Music. Dr. Christopher Gallaher, department chair, made the 
I 
pr:esentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic A~lards Week, Morehead State Uni versity honored 
out'standing students in the various departments. Dana Calland, left, Maysville 
graduate student, was named the Outstanding Statistics Student from the Department 
I 
of Mathematics. Gordon Nolen, associate professor of mathematics, made the 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
D~ring the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Barry Blevins, left, Flatwoods 
I 
s~nior, was named the Outstanding Graduating Student in Mathematics (Teaching 
Major) from the Department of Mathematics. Gordon Nolen, associate professor of 
I , 
m~thematics, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
I 
Hpnors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
I 
Duriing the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Melanie Culbertson, left, 
Salyersville sophomore, was recognized for Outstanding Service as Editor of the 
Rac'onteur by the Department of Communications. Dr, Travis Lockhart, associate 
I 
professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
i 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du rii ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~1orehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
out1standing students in the various departments. Amy Collier, left, Whitesburg 
i. 
senlor, was recognized for Outstanding Service as Managing Editor of the Raconteur 
by th,e Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of 




I (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ~g the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~lorehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Steve Shaffer, left, Grayson 
, . , 
senlor, was recognized as Outstanding Photographer for the Raconteur by the 
Depa~tment of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
i made :the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
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, ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
DU~ing the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
i . 
outstanding students in the various departments. Kristi Phillips, left, 
I 
606-783-2030 
Fayetteville, Ohio, senior" was recognized as Outstanding Editor for The Trail 
I 
Bl~zer by the Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate , 
I professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
I 
I Student Honors Luncheon. , , 
, 
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I ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri~g the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
v outstanding students in the various departments_ Greta \,akeman, left, Vanceburg 
I seni~r, was recognized as Outstanding Hanaging Editor for The Trail Blazer by the 
Depattment of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
made ,the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. , 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
- DurinJ the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstJnding students in the var;ous departments. Michelle Johnson, left, 
I sharplbUrg senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Advertising Manager for The 
I 
Trail Blazer by the Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate 
professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
studeht Honors Luncheon. 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri'ng the recent Academic Awards Week, r~orehead State Uni versi ty honored 
I 
I 
outs;tanding students in the various departments_ Angela Beam, left, Catlettsburg 
senibr, was recognized as an Outstanding Advertising Manager for The Trail Blazer 
, 
by the Department of Communications_ Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri rig the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~10 rehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
I 
606-783-2030 
outstanding students in the various departments. Elaine Webb, left, Dana senior, 
II was jeCOgnized as Outstanding News Anchor for NewsCenter 
Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
12 by the Department of 
i pres~ntation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. Webb 
, 
~, also 'Iwas recognized a an Outstanding Producer 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri n'g the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Uni vers ity honored , 
outst1anding students in the various departments_ Keith Farmer, left, Richmond 
senior, \~as recognized as an Outstanding Sports Anchor for NewsCenter 12 by the 
I Depar!tment of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
! 
I 
made ~he presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
I 
Lunch'eon. 
i(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
i 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Kevin McGuffy, left, Waynesburg , 
I 
se,nior, was recognized as an Outstanding Sports Anchor for NewsCenter 12 by the 
I 
Deipartment of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
! 
ma:de the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
I Lupcheon. McGuffey also was named an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. 
I 
! (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri Ag the recent Academi c Awards Week, t10rehead State Un i vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Jamie Mider, left, Blanchester, 
Ohio! sophomore, was recognized as an Outstanding Co-Anchor for NewsCenter 12 by 
the Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of 
theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
Honobs Luncheon. 
, 
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I 
ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
oLtstanding students in the various departments. Angela Skeens, left, Feds Creek 
j~nior, was recognized as Best New Anchor for NewsCenter 12 by the Department of 
Communications. Dr. Travis Lock'hart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
I 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Dur\ng the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Rachel Rose, left, Russell 
junior, was recognized as Best New Weather Anchor for NewsCenter 12 by the 
Department of Communicatioris. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, , 
·--1 'I 
• 
mad~ the presentation during ~he College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors , 
Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
I 
!!luring ·the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State Uni versity honored 
I 
6utstanding students in the various departments. June Hamilton, left, Morehead 
I 
~enior, was recognized as Best New Field Reporter for NewsCenter 12 by the 
I 
gepartment of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 




I (~ISU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duriri,g the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Un i versity honored 
I 
606-783-2030 
outstanding students in the various departments. Melissa Schulte Conway, left, 
ButlJr senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student in 
I 
Radio:-Television by the Department of Communications- Dr. Travis Lockhart, 
assoc~ate professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Angela Lathery, left, Cincinnati, 
i 
Ohi!o, senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student in 
Rad:io-Television by the Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, 
I 
ass~ciate professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts 
I 
and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
i . 
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ACADEMIC AwARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards ,leek, Morehead State University honored 
outktanding students in the various departments. James Barger of Morehead, left, 
I 
waslrecognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student in Radio-Television by the 
I 
Department of Communications: Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
I 
mad~ the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors , , 
I Luncheon. 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Durling the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Uni vers ity honored I _ 
ouJstanding students in the various departments. Marcella Salyer of Carver, left, 
I 
was, recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student in Speech by the Department of 
Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the I . 
prJsentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
I 
i 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
, , 
outstanding students in the various departments. Melinda Nolan of Morehead, left, , 
I 
. was :recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student in Theatre by the Department of 
Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the , , 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
DU1ing the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Rick Carlson, left, Bartlett, 
I 
III _, senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Theatre by 
I 
I 
the Department of Communications_ Dr_ Travis Lockhart, associate professor of 
I 
thJatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student 
I HOQors Luncheon_ 
i (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, Horehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
, 
9utstanding students in the various departments. Frank Santorelli, left, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student in 
Theatre by the Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate 
I 
I professor of theatre, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
606-783-2030 
butstanding students in the various departments_ Syl via E. Layne, left, Morehead 
, 
'senior, \'/as recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Theatre by the 
Department of Communications_ Dr_ Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, , 
i 
made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
I , 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
DiUring the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
o~tstanding students in the various departments_ Greg Adams, left, Cynthiana 
senior, was recognized as the Outstanding Speech/Theatre Education Student by the 
I 
Department of Communications_ Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
mlde the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri,ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Uni versity honored 
out~tanding students in the various departments. Rachel Craft, left, Morehead 
I 
sen i.o r, was recogn i zed as the Outstand i ng Speech/Theatre Student by the Department 
of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
presentation during the Colleg~ of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
• 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Amy Darnell, left, Lebanon, Ohio, 
I 
senior, was recognized as the Outstanding Forensics Student by the Department of 
Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
I 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 




o·utstanding students in the various departments_ April Erdmann, left, Eldorado, 
Ohio, junior, was recognized as the Outstanding Speech Student by the Department of 
Qommunications_ Dr_ Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
~resentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards \,eek, florehead State University honored 
ou~standing students in the various departments. Jill Karwatka, left, Morehead 
freshman, was recognized as the Most Promising New Student in Speech by the 
Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
ma~e the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
I (MSU photo'by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, t10rehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Denise Vulhop, left, Dayton 
freshman, was recognized as a Most Promising New Student in Theatre by the 
Department of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, 
made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
luring the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
_ 'lutstanding students in the various departments. Kelly Dedman, left, Lawrenceburg 
junior, was recognized as a Most Promising New Student in Theatre by the Department 
)f Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU • 
During the recent Academi c Awards Heek, Morehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Jessica Hester, left, Louisville 
sophomore, received the Noal Oney Memorial Scholarship in Theatre by the Department 
of Communications. Dr. Travis Lockhart, associate professor of theatre, made the 
presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~lorehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Billy Williamson, left, Morehead 
senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. T.C. Young, 
television producer, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon~ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Ouri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~lorehead State Uni versity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Joy Buckner, left, Hazard senior, 
was recognized as an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. LC. Young, 
television producer, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Kelli Elam, left, Salyersville 
senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. T.C. Young, 
television producer, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Carlos Tuck, left, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. T.C. 
Young, television producer, maue the presentation during the College of Arts and 
Sciences Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Terry Yeast, left, Harrodsburg 
senior, was ~ecognized as an Outstanding Producer for TV Productions. T.C. Young, 
television producer, made the presentation during the College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Honors Luncheon_ 
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EVENT: Spring Commencement 
DATE: Saturday, May 16, 1992 
TIME: 1:30 p.m. 
SITE: MSU's Academic-Athletic Center 
SPEAKER: MSU President C. Nelson Grote 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT: Presi.dent Grote 
DEGREE CANDIDATES: More than 700 undergraduate and graduate 
SPECIAL AWARDS: Distinguished Faculty Service Award 
Distinguished Staff Service Award 
NOTE: This will be Dr. Grote's final commencement ~s president as he 
retires on June 30. A complete story on MSU's commencement was mailed out on 
Monday, May 11. 
#### 
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May 13, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of 
Appl ied Sciences and' Technology were recognized for academic excellence at the 
college's Student Honors Luncheon held recently. 
This event, part of the University's Academic Awards Week, allows the college 
, I to recognize the accomplishments of its students. Each department within'the 
college presented academic and scholastic awards to its outstanding students. 
'I Honor students from the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources were: 
Holly Clauss, Vandalia, Ohio, senior; Linda Harbison, Flatwoods senior; Dorothy 
Schmidt, Georgetown senior; Clark Slone, Salyersville junior; Timothy Spencer, 
Campton graduate student, and Brian Stamm, Wallingford sophomore. 
The Department of Home Economics honored these students: Tara -Blunk, South 
Point, Ohio, senior; Angela Christman, Flemingsburg senior; Jennifer Perkins, 
Lawrenceburg senior; Cassidy Statzer, Logan, W.Va., senior; Tricia Stewart, 
:-'1 Morehead junior, and Deborah Vinson, Mt_ Sterling senior. 
\~-" Recognized from the Department of Industrial Education and Technology were: 
I, David Clark, Rush senior; John Johnson, Jenkins senior; Charles Martin, Worthington 
sophomore; Monica Meredith, Sondra senior; Charles Music, Wittensville junior, ~nd 
i \' Earnie Smallwood, Stanton senior. 
,""e ' ' 
The Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences honored these students: 
Lisa Back, Olive Hill junior; Margenia Bair, Wellington freshman; Tonya Creech, 
Harlan senior; John Fishback, Grayson junior; Cristal Nail, Rush sophomore, and 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academ'ic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Brian Stamm, right, Wallingford 
sophomore, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources. Dr. Judy Willard, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Linda'Harbison, right, Flatwoods 
senior veterinary technology major, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of 
Agri cul ture and Natu ra 1 Resou rces. 'Dr. Judy \~i 11 ard, department cha i r, made the 
presentation during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ring the recent Academi c Awards \~eek, Morehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
'.' outstanding students in the various departments. Dorothy Schmidt, right, 
I 
I 
Georgetown senior veterinary technology major, was an Honor Recipient from the 
Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Dr. Judy Willard, department 
chair, made the presentation during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Timothy Spencer, right, Campton 
graduate student, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Agricul ture and 
Natural Resources. Dr. Judy Willard, department chair, made the presentation 
during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Tec"hnology Student Honors Luncheon. 
(r1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Tara Blunk, right, South Point, 
Ohio, senior interior design major, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of 
Home Economics. Dr. Marilyn Sampley, department chair, made the presentation 
during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
,,-, During the recent Academic Awards Vleek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Angela Christman, right, 
606-783-2030 
Flemingsburg senior vocational home economics major, was an Honor Recipient from 
the Department of Home Economics. Dr. Marilyn Sampley ,department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
- Luncheon_ 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
I 
i : outstanding students in the various departments. Jennifer Perkins, right, 
606·783·2030 
Lawrenceburg senior general dietetics major, was an Ho~or Recipient from the 
Department of Home Economics. Dr. Marilyn Sampley, department chair, made the 
, presentation during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
-, Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
'-During the recent Academic AVlards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Tricia Stewart, right, Morehead . 
,_ senior clothing and textiles major, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of 
'Home Economics. Dr. Marilyn Sampley, department chair, made the presentation 
,- during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
, During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Deborah Vinson, right, Mt. 
Sterling senior vocational home economics major, was an Honor Recipient from the 
- Department of Home Economics. Dr. Marilyn Sampley, department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
~-\ Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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, ! ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
,~l outstanding students in the various departments. David Lee Cl ark, right, Rush 
senior electrical technology major, was an Honor Recipient from the. Department of 
Industrial Education and Technology. Dennis Kan~atka, acting department chair, 
(~ 
made the presentation during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology Student 
Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Heek, Morehead State Uni versity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. John Johnson, right, Jenkins 
senior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Industrial Education and 
Technology_ Dennis Karwatka, acting department chair, made the presentation during 
the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEf.UC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Charles Martin, right, 
.- Worthington sophomore, was an Honor Recipient from the ·Department of Industrial 
\ ! 
Education and Technology_ Dennis Karwatka, acting department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology. Student Honors 
Luncheon _ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Monica M~redith, right, Sondra 
senior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Industrial Education and 
Technology. Dennis Karwatka, acting department chair, made the presentation during 
. the College of Appl ied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Charles Music, right, 
Wittensville junior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology. Dennis Karwatka, acting department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
Luncheon; 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academi c Awards Vleek, Morehead State Uni vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Earnie Smallwood, right, Stanton 
senior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Industrial. Education and 
Technology. Dennis Karwatka, acting department chair, made the presentation during 
the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri ng the recent Academic Awards \~eek, Morehead State Uni vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Lisa Back, right, Olive Hill 
junior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Nursing and Allied Health 
Sciences. Dr. Betty Porter, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Tonya Creech, right, Harlan 
senior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Nursing and Allied Health 
Sciences_ Dr_ Betty Porter, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon_ 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards ,leek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. John Fishback, right, Grayson 
junior, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Nursing and All ied Health 
Sciences. Dr. Betty Porter, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Cristal Nail, right, Rush 
I sophomore, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Nursing and Allied Health 
Sciences. Dr. Betty Porter, department chair, made the presentation during the 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student·Honors Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Teresa Stapleton, right, Olive 
Hill senior nursing major, was an Honor Recipient from the Department of Nursing 
and Allied Health Sciences. Dr. Betty Porter, department chair, made the 
presentation during the College of Applied Sciences and Technology Student Honors 
Luncheon. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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May 13, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students enrolled in Morehead State University's College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences were recognized for academic excellence at the 
college's Student Honors Breakfast held recently. 
This event, part of the University's Academic Awards Week, allows the college 
to recognize the accomplishments of its students. Each department within the 
college presented academic and scholastic awards to its outstanding students • 
Presentations from the Department of Elementary, Reading and Special Education 
were given to: Tara L. Creighton, Sardinia, Ohio, senior, Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education; Pamela Ediss, Augusta senior, 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Special Education; Catherine J. Ward of 
Lucasville, Ohio, Outstanding Graduate Student in Elementary Education; Linda 
Adkins of Fishtrap, Outstanding Graduate Student in Special Education; Beverly 
Brady, Tollesboro graduate student, was inducted into Pinnacle, national honor 
society for non-traditional students; 
Recognized for Outstanding Achievement were: Jenny Dixon, Ashland senior; 
Tina Faulkner, Carlisle junior; Anissa Harr,' South Shore .junior; Connie Morris, 
Olive Hill senior; Beth Minix, Salyersville junior, and Stephanie Payton, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, senior. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation were: Michael Todd Steely of Amelia, Ohio, Outstanding Graduate 
Student; Clyde Edward Campbell, Hazard senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student; 
Catherine Lee Jarvis, Houston, Texas, senior, Outstanding Physical Education 
Student; Danny Perkins, North Matewan, W.Va., senior, Outstanding Health Student, 
and Corey Daniel Farr, Ft. Knox senior, Outstanding Recreation Student. 
Recognized from the Department of Leadership and Secondary Education was 
Pauletta Flannery of Morehead, Outstanding Graduate Student. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Military Science were: Kristina 
Johnson, Hazard freshman, Superior Cadet Decoration and Military Science I; Rebecca 
Johnson, Morehead sophomore, Superior Cadet Decoration and Military Science II; 
Stephanie Francis, Salyersville junior, Superior Cadet Decoration and Military 
Science III, and James C. Shelton, Grayson senior, Superior Cadet Decoration and 




Education and Behavioral Sciences 
2-2-2-2-2 
Recognized from the Department of Psychology were: Tamara Cooper Hart, 
Owingsville senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student and Outstanding Achievement; 
Mel inda Ash\~orth of Fort Worth, Texas, Outstanding Graduate Student; 
Also honored for Outstanding Achievement were: Richard Applegate, Portsmouth, 
Ohio, graduate student; Stephanie A. Dawson, Harrodsburg junior; Tracey Ellison, 
Maysville junior; Shannon R. Fauver, Louisville junior; Kim Griswold, Catlettsburg 
graduate student; Jennifer James, Prestonsburg senior; Gina L. Johnson, Bypro 
junior; Karen G. Lim, Lexington graduate student; Carmen Perkins, Ezel graduate 
student; Kristin Rase, Minford, Ohio, freshman, and Kelli Shore, Mechanicsburg, 
Ohio, graduate student. 
Receiving recognition from the Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections ~Iere: Roberta Brown, West Liberty senior, Outstanding Student in 
Social Work and induction into Pinnacle, national honor society· for non-traditional 
students; Karis Cooper, Morehead senior, Outstanding Student in Sociology; David 
Kennard, Olive Hill senior, Outstanding Student in Corrections; Lisa Clifton, 
Pikeville senior, Outstanding Undergraduate Student; Yolanda Scott of Johnstown, 
Penn., Outstanding Graduate Student; Deborah L. Cassity, Sandy Hook junior, 
received the Playforth Scholarship Award, and Willie J. Smith, Cleveland, Ohio, 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Duri ng the recent Academi c Awards Heek, Morehead State Un i vers i t,y honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Tamara Cooper Hart, left, 
Owingsville senior, was recognized as an Outstanding Undergraduate Student by the 
Department of Psychology. Dr. Charles Morgan, professor of psychology, made the 
presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors 
Breakfast. Hart also received an Outstanding Achievement Award. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Melinda Ashworth of Fort Worth, 
Texas, right, was recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student by the Department 
of Psychology. Dr. Charles Morgan, professor of psychology, made the presentation 
during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student· Honors Breakfast. 
Hart also received an Outstanding Achievement Award. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Tracey Ellison, left, Maysville 
junior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of Psychology_ 
Dr_ Ch,arles Morgan, professor of psychology, made the presentation during the 
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Shannon Fauver, left, Louisville 
junior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of Psychology-
Dr. Charles Morgan, professor of psychology, made the presentation during the 
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors. Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in tht various departments_ Kristin Rase, left, Minford, 
Ohio, freshman, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of 
Psychology- Dr. Charles Morgan, professor of psychology, made the presentation 
during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
- I. Du ring the recent Academi c Awards Week, Morehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
. 1 
" = outstanding students in the various departments. Carmen Perkins, left, Ezel 
606-783-2030 
graduate student, vias recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of 
Psychology. Dr. Charles ~lorgan, professor of psychology, made the presentation 
I during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Award~ Week, Morehead State University honored 
















freshman, was recogn i zed as Army ROTC Superi or Cadet Decorat i on in Mil.itary Sci ence 
I by the Department of Miljtary Science. Maj. Andrew Raymond, assistant professor 
of milita~ science, made the presentation during the College of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Stephanie Francis, left, 
606-783-2030 
- ,I Salyersville junior, was recognized as ArlT\Y ROTC Superior Cadet Decoration in 
Military Science III by the Department of f1ilitary Science. Maj. Andrew Raymond, 
assistant professor of military science, made the presentation during the College 
I, of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(HSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. James C. Shelton, left, Grayson 
senior, was recognized as Army ROTC Superior Cadet Decoration in Military Science 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Pauletta Flannery of Morehead, 
left, was recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student by the Department of 
Leadership and Secondary Education. Dr. Marium Williams, associate professor of 
education, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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I ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, ~lorehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Yolanda Scott of Johnstown, 
II Penn., right, was recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student by the Department 




sociology, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(t1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Heek, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Roberta Brown, right, Hest 
Liberty senior, was recognized as the Outstanding Student in Social Hork by the 
Department of Sociology, Social Hork and Corrections. Patsy Whitson, associate 
professor of social work, made the presentation during the College of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. Brown al so was inducted into 
Pinnacle, the national honor society for non-traditional students. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Lisa Clifton, right, Pikeville 
senior, was recognized as the Outstanding Undergraduate· Student in the Department 
of Sociology, Social Work and Corrections. Judy Stafford, assistant professor of 
sociology, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State Unive~sity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ Karis Cooper, right, Morehead 
sen ior, I'las recogn i zed as the Out stand ing Student in Soci 01 ogy by the Department of 
Sociology, Social Work and Corrections. Dr. Robert'A. Bylund, professor of 
sociology, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shinde1bower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
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outstanding students in the various departments. David Kennard, right, Olive Hill 
senior, was recognized as the Outstanding Student in Corrections by the Department 
of Sociology, Social I~ork and Corrections. Dr. Karl Kunkel, assistant pro.fessor of 
sociology, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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f-"( ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
I ~ , ' 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
i 




Hook junior, received the Playforth Scholarship Award from the Department of 
Sociology, Social Work and Corrections. Dr. Roscoe H. Playforth, former dean of 
MSU's School of Social Sciences, made the presentation during the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State Uni versity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Willie J. Smith, right, 
Cleveland, Ohio; junior, received the Reser Scholarship Award from the Department 
-~: of Sociology, Social Work and Corrections. Mike Seelig, associate professor of 





Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
. outstanding students in the various departments. Michael Todd Steely of Amelia, 
Ohio, left, was named the Outstanding Graduate Student from the Department of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Dr. Mike Brown, associate professor of 
HPER, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences 
Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, ~1orehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Clyde Edward Campbell, left, 
Hazard senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student from the Department 
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Dr. Robert Grueninger, department 
chair, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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I \ ACAD~MIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards fleek, Morehead State Un i vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Danny' Perkins, left, North 
,._- Matewan, W.Va., -senior, was named the Outstanding Health· Student from the 
-. 
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Buford Crager, assistant 
professor of education, made the presentation during the College of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast; 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
--I outstanding students in the various departments. Corey D. Farr, right, Fort Knox 
senior, was named the Outstanding Recreation Student from the Department of Health, 
-1 I Physical Education and Recreation. Curt Schatz, assistant professor of HPER, made 
, , " 
~-, , 
--', 
the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student 
Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, 140rehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments_ 'Catherine Lee Jarvis, right, 
Houston, Texas, senior, was named the Outstanding Physical Education Student from 
the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation_ Dr_ Lynne Fitzgerald, 
associate professor of HPER, made the presentation during the College of EdOcation 
and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast_ 
. (MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, t~orehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Tara L. Creighton, right, 
Sardinia, Ohio, senior, was named the Outstanding Under"graduate Student in 
Elementary Education from the Department of Elementary, Reading and Special 
Education. Dreama Price, assistant professor of education, made"the presentation 
during the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, ~1orehead State Un i vers i ty honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Pamela Ediss, left, Augusta 
senior, was named the Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Special Education from 
the Department of Elementary, Reading and Special Education. Dr. Mary A. Gladden, 
associate professor of education, made the presentation during the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Stephanie Payton, left, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, senior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the 
Department of Elementary, Reading and Special Education. Dr. PhylliS Oakes, 
assistant professor of education, made the presentation during the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(I~SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
'-' 
outstanding students in the various departments. Anissa Harr, left, South Shore -, 
:, junior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of Elementary, 
Reading-and Special Education. Dr. Phyllis Oakes, assistant professor of 
education, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
, ! 




Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Jenny Dixon, left, Ashland 
senior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of Elementary, 
Reading and Special Education. Dr. Phyllis Oakes, assistant professor of 
education, made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavibral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
Du ri ng the recent Academi c Awards Week, Horehead State Un i vers ity honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Connie Horris, left, Olive Hill 
senior, was recognized for Outstanding Achievement by the Department of Elementary, 
Reading and Special Education. Dr. Phyllis Oakes, assistant professor of 
education, 'made the presentation during the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(HSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Morehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Catherine J. Ward of Lucasville, 
Ohio, right, was recognized as the Outstanding Graduate Student in Elementary 
Education by the Department of Elementary, Reading and Special Education. Dr. Kent 
Freeland, professor of education, made the presentation during the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ACADEMIC ·AWARDS WEEK AT MSU 
During the recent Academic Awards Week, Horehead State University honored 
outstanding students in the various departments. Beverly Brady, left, was inducted 
into Pinnacle, an honor society for non-tradi tional students •. Jacquelyn Scott, 
non-traditional student counselor, made the presentation during the College of 
Education and Behavioral Sciences Student Honors Breakfast. 
(HSU photo by Eric ShindelboVler) 
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MSU HOSTS FFA FIELD DAY 
Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern Kentucky Future 
Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex_ More than 800 
high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition and some 
of the contestants wtll compete in state and regional tournaments later this year_ 
Among those receiving awards were students from Lewis County High School. From 
left, they are: Bill Allen, Brian Orcutt and Kenny Stone, who were the second 
place winning team in the forestry contest, and Eric Hylander, who took third place 
in individual tractor driving. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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• 
MSU HOSTS FFA FIELD DAY 
Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern Kentucky Future 
Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex. More than 800 
high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition and some 
of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this year~ 
Among those receiving awards were students from Lawrence County High School. From 
left, they are: Daniel Pope, Virgil Moore, Joe Castel and Barrett McCarty, who 
took first place in the poultry competition. 
(MSU.photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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• 
MSU HOSTS FFA FIELO DAY 
Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern Kentucky Future 
Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex. More than 800 
high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition and some 
of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this year. 
Among those receiving awards was Adams County High School student Jason Moore who 
was the third place individual winner in general livestock. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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May 14, 1992 
SPECIAL TO THE SALYERSVILLE INDEPENDENT 
MAGOFFIN COUNTY HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
Kentucky Future Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex_ More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in 
the competition and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional 
tournaments later this year. 
Magoffin County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
I----Sanford Holbrook took third place in auctioneering • 
2----Shannon Puckett displayed his trophy signifying a first place win in fruit and 
vegetable judging. 
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May 14, 1992 
SPECIAL TO THE MT. STERLING ADVOCATE 
MOInGO~IERY COUNTY HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Mo rehead State Un ivers ity recently hosted the annual Eastern 
Kentucky Future Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex. More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in 
the competition and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional 
tournaments later this year. 
Montgomery County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----A group from Montgomery County High School was named the high team in 
shepherding. They are, from left, Brian Davis, Regina Burns, Cicely Pendleton 
and George Willoughby. Davis was the highest individual scorer on the team. 
2----Shawn Short took third place in individual tobacco judging. 
3----From left, Alton Stull, Steven Willoughby, John Arnold and Jason King composed 
the third place winning team in soil judging competition. 
4----Nena Townsend displayed her trophy signifying a first place win in field seed 
'identification. 
(MSU photos by Eric Shindelbower,) 
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May 14, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
BOURBON COUNTY HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
Kentucky Future Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson,Agricultural Complex. 
More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition 
and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this 
year. 
Bourbon County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1---A group from Bourbon County High School took second place team honors in 
shepherding. They are, from left, Shane Dailey, Michael Kearns and Justin 
Dailey. Shane Dailey was the highest individual scorer on the team. 
2---Mark Tincher displayed his trophy signifying a first place win in tractor 
driving. 
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May 14, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
FLEMING COUNTY HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
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More than 800 high school students from Ken'tucky and Ohio took part in the competition 
and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this 
year. 
Fleming County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----These FFA participants took first place in the forestry competition. They 
are, from left, Ashley Applegate, Kevin Ishmael and Scott McCord. Applegate 
was the second place individual winner. 
2----FCHS also took first place in tobacco grading with this team which included 
from'left, Kevin Ishmael, Kevin Boling, Donald Bays and Timmy Hickerson. 
Ishmael and Boling took first and second place, respectively, in individual 
scori ng., 
3----In addition, Boling, right, took first place in the tobacco auctioneering 
contest. Second place honors went to Duane Flora. 
4----The second place in dairy judging was the FCHS team of from left, Emily Crain, 
Stephen Watson, Kevin Emmons and Darrell Boling. Boling was the highest 
individual scorer on the team. 
5----Derrick Doyle was the second place winner in general livestock. 
6----A team of four took first place in the soil juding. They are, from left, 
Adam Brewer, Keith Bolar, Tony Kickerson and Colby McCloud. Hickerson was 
the second place high scoring individual. 
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SPECIAL TO THE LEWIS COUNTY HERALD 
TOLLESBORO HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story. 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
Kentucky Future, Farmers of America Field' Day at the Derrickson Agriwltural Complex. 
More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition 
and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this 
year. 
Tollesboro High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----Brad Hughes was all smiles when he took third place in the individual dairy 
contest competition. 
2----In,tractor driving, Lee Thomas earned a second place award. 
'~, 3----THS students took third place in poultry contest judging. The team included, 
from left, John Dunigan, Chris Ilhardt" Casey Castle and Mark McCann. 
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SPECIAL TO THE MENIFEE COUNTY NEWS 
MENIFEE COUNTY HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky,---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
KentuckY.Future Farmers, of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex_ 
More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competition 
and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this 
year, 
Menifee County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----This MCHS team took first place in the foresty competition. They are, from 
left, Ricky Clifford, Thomas Ingram and Jason Egelston. Ingram took first 
place in individual scoring, 
2----From left, Jessica Murphy, Stephanie Futtrell and Jason Patrick were the first 
place winners in farm management, Futtrell also was first place individual 
~Iinner. 
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May 14, 1992 
SPECIAL TO BRACKEN COUNTY NEWS 
BRACKEN COUNTY'HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern 
Kentucky Future Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex. More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in 
the competition and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional 
tournaments later this year. 
Bracken County High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----This team took third place in the general livestock competition. They are, 
from left, Chad Bowling, Alan Teegarden, Todd Klaber and Mark Rath. 
2----Brian Hamilton, left, and Ben Krebs were the second pl ace team winners in farm 
management. Krebs also took third place in individual scoring. 
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May 14, 1992 
SPECIAL TO THE PEOPLE'S DEFENDER 
WEST UNION (OHIO) HS WINNERS AT FFA FIELD DAY: A Picture 'Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University recently hosted the annual Eastern' 
Kentucky Future Farmers of America Field Day at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex. 
More than 800 high school students from Kentucky and Ohio took part in the competiion 
and some of the contestants will compete in state and regional tournaments later this 
year. 
We,st Union High School students were among those to win awards. 
Cutlines: 
1----This team took third place in the dairy judging. They are, from left, Matt 
Adkins, John Montgomery, Jenny Liston and Bethany Nixon. 
2----Jeremy Hazelbaker was the first place individual scorer in the general 
livestock competition. 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Pike County students were initiated recently into the 
Epsilon Sigma chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority at Morehead State 
Un iversity. 
The 12 initiates included: 
*Selena Adkins, daughter of Sam and Janie Adkins of .Elkhorn City. She is a 
freshman education major_ 
*Tara Burke, daughter of Larry and Brenda Burke of Virgie_ She is a sophomore 
~ 
government major. 
*Cassie McCoy, daughter of Ellis and Diana McCoy of Ransom. A junior.nursing 
major, she is a member of the National Student Nurses Association and the Morehead 
Student Nurses Association_ 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Ohio students have been inducted into the Epsilon Sigma 
chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority at Morehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates were: 
*Lisa Coppock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Coppock of Springboro. She 
is a freshman ~ 
*Amy Renee Gossett; daughter of Ronald and Judy Gossett of Lancaster. She;s 
a freshman special education major and a member of the tennis team. 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Floyd County student have been inducted into the Epsilon 
Sigma chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority at Morehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates was Michelle Leah DePoy, daughter of Meredith B. and 
Ada L. Depoy of Allen. A sophomore mathematics major, she is a member of the Math 
Club and Gamma Beta Phi honor society. 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Johnson County student has been inducted into the Epsilon 
Sigma chapter of Gamma Phi. Be;ta social sorority at Morehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates \~as Mischelle Castle, daughter of Bob and Diane Castle 
of Lowmansville. A sophomore textiles ~nd clothing major, she is a member of 
Fashion Ambassadors and Kappa Omicron Nu home economics society. 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Fayette County student has been inducted into the Epsilon 
Sigma chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority atr40rehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates was Kimberly Lynn Bush, daughter of Lyndon and Beverly 
Bush of Lexington. She is a freshman pre-law major. 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Paris student has been inducted into the Epsilon Sigma 
chapter of Gamma Phi Beta soci al sorodty at Morehead State Un i vers i ty. 
Among the 12 initiates was Polly Linville, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James E. 
Linville. She is a freshman at MSU. 
To be el igible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
a fullwtime basis and have at least a 2;0 grade point average based on a 4.0 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--An Olive Hill student has been inducted into the Epsilon Sigma 
chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority at Morehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates was Tammy Harris, daughter of Chester Harris, Jr. and 
Kay Harris. She is a junior paralegal stUdies major and a member of Alpha Lambda 
Pi paralegal honor society. 
To be el igible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be. enrolled on 
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IEHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Mt. Vernon, Ind., student has been inducted into the Epsilon 
Sigma chapter of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority at Morehead State University. 
Among the 12 initiates was Patricia Lynn Culley, daughter of Pat and Wayne 
Culley. A junior clothing and textiles major, she is a member of Fashion 
Ambassadors of MSU and the Swim Team. 
To be eligible for membership in Gamma Phi Beta, students must be enrolled on 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
t10REHEAD, Ky.---\mKY-FM 90.3, public radio from Morehead State University's 
campus, will present a series of Candidate Forums prior to the primary election 
this month. Election day is Tuesday, May 26. 
Candidates for state representative from both the 71st and the 96th districts 
as well as those running in the 27th, district state senate race will be interviewed 
by members of the area news media in three separate forums. 
On Wednesday, May 20, at 6:30 p.m., the democratic candidates for state 
representative, Jerry Ravenscraft of Morehead and John Will Stacy of West Liberty, 
will air their views. The media panel \~ill include John Back, WMKY news and publ ic 
affairs director; Jim Robinson, Morehead Bureau reporter for the Daily Independent, 
and Glenn Woodward of WLKS Radio in West Liberty. 
At 6:30 p.m., Friday, May 22, the 96th district democratic state 
representative candidates Jim Short and Marty Henderson, both of Olive Hill, will 
be interviewed by a media panel consisting of Back, Robinson and Francis Nash of 
WGOH Radio in Grayson. 
The third candidate, Kenny Frankell of 01 ive Hill, will be unable to be 
present due to a previous commitment, according to Ron Mace, WMKY's 
promotion/dSvelopment director. 
The republican candidates for the 27th district state senate seat, Richard 
White of ~lorehead and Pete Frye of Campton, will air their views on Monday, May 25, 
, i: at 6:30 p.m. The media panel will be Back and Robinson. 
WMKY also will provide election day coverage, beginning at 6:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday, May 26. Co-hosts will be Back and Dan Hittepole, WMKY's program and 
production director. Special in-studio analysts will be Dr. Jack Bizzel, MSU 
professor of government and Dr. John Kleber, MSU professor of history. 
Additional information is available by calling Mace at (606) 783-2001. 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Applications are now being accepted for Morehead State 
University's Visual Arts Day Camp to be held July 13-17 in Claypool-Young Art 
Building. 
The weeklong camp, formerly coordinated by MSU's Academy of Arts, will allow 
'children to receive classroom instruction .and hands-on experience in the visual 
arts, according to Stephanie McDavid, assistant professor of art and camp 
director. 
"We will provide instruction in ceramics, painting, sculpture and computer 
art," McDavid said. "In addition, the youngsters will participate in wearable art 
and performance art activities that will lead to a grand finale on the last day of 
camp," she added. 
Th-e program is open to ch il dren 6 to 13 years of age. Cl asses wi 11 run from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily and participants will need to bring a sack lunch and drink 
each day. 
The registration fee is $60 which includes instruction and materials. A $20 
deposit is necessary by June 2, with all fees to be paid by July 10. Checks should 
be made payable to MSU Visual Arts Club and mailed to UPO 832, Morehead State 
University, Morehead, KY 40351-1689. 
The camp is 1 imited to 30 students, McDavid noted. Registration forms and 
additional information are available by calling (606) 783-2761. 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center 
will offer two programs for potential business owners in early June. 
On Tuesday, June 2, the how to's, do's and don'ts of going into business in 
the world today will be discussed at the "Pre-Business Orientation" program. It 
will begin at 6 p_m. at 209 Downing Hall. There is a $5 charge to cover materials 
cost. 
The pitfalls, legal structures and prerequisites for a successful small 
business will be discussed. Questions to ask when buying an al ready establ ished 
business· and simple bookkeeping systems al so will be covered. 
"Building Customer Confidence" is the theme of alive telecast to be held in 
the Adron Doran University Center on Wednesday, June 3. How customers' perceptions 
and needs directl.y impact your business and learning what customers think of your 
product and/or service are among the topics to be discussed. 
There is no charge for attending, but reservations are encouraged for the 
teleconference that begins at 8 a.m. 
The program is part of the Innovation Teleconference Series which stresses 
total qual ity management and incl udes creative and innovative strategic planning 
and the latest in technological advances • 
• Reservations for either session may be made by calling (606) 783-2895. 
Arrangements wil.l be made for the handicapped when requested in advance. 
The workshops are co-sponsored by MSU's College of Business, the Kentucky 
I. Cabinet for Economic Development: Small Business Division, Buffalo Trace Area 
Development District and the Gateway Area Development District. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER HAS 
SCHEDULED A "PRE-BUSINESS ORIENTATION" SEMINAR ON TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 
FOR THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN GOING INTO BUSINESS ON THEIR OWN_ , 
THE HOW TO'S AND DO'S AND DON'TS WILL BE COVERED IN THIS THREE-HOUR 
SESSION TO BE HELD AT MSU'S DOWNING HALL, BEGINNING AT 6 P_M. THERE 
IS A $5 ATTENDANCE FEE TO COVER MATERIALS COSTS. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION ARE AVAILABLE FROM MOREHEAD STATE'S 
SBDC BY CALLING 783-2895. -
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, I , 
Building customer Confidence 
Now thru June 2, 1992 
30 sec 
WHAT YOUR CUSTOMERS THINK ABOUT YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE IS IMPORTANT 
FOR A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SMALL BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER HAS SCHEDULED A LIVE TELECAST FOR WEDNESDAY, 
JUNE 3, TO DISCUSS CUSTOMER'S PERCEPTIONS AND NEEDS AND OTHER 
SITUATIONS THAT THE SMALL BUSINESS OWNER MUST FACE. THERE IS NO 
CHARGE FOR ATTENDING THE PROGRAM THAT· BEGINS AT 8 A.M. IN THE EAGLE 
ROOM, ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND 
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May 15, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD. Ky.---Dr. Robert D. Boram, a Morehead State University assistant 
professor of science, has been invited to participate in two special programs this 
. summer, in one as a student and in the other as a teacher. 
Appointed to the faculty of the Governors Scholars Program, Dr. Boram also 
was selected as a participant in a National Science Foundation-sponsored 10-day 
Institute for Instructors of Elementary Science Methods Courses. 
Dr. Boram, who joined the MSU faculty last fall, will teach astronomy and 
physical sciences to the young scholars on the campus of MurraY State University 
from June 20 to ~uly 25. Established in 1983, the Governor's Scholars Program is a 
five-week residential summer program for outstanding Kentucky high school students. 
NSF is sponsoring two Institutes on elementary science teaching methods, which 
are 1 imited to 30 participants each. Dr. Boram will be taking part in Wichita 
(Kans.) State University's Project to Improve Methods Courses in Elementary Science 
(PIMCES), to be held May 27-June 5. 
Among the topics to be discussed at the Institute are innovative course 
designs, developing process and critical thinking skills, new assessment process 
and networking with peers. 
Prior to coming to MSU, Dr. Boram served as a science museum educator for the 
Omniplex Science Museum in Oklahoma City, Okla., and chair of the Math/Science 
Department at Parkview Adventist Academy in Oklahoma City. 
In addition to his MSU classroom teaching duties, Dr. Boram has been visiting 
. elementary and middle schools throughout the region, demonstrating science 
techniques to students. 
He earned his doctorate in science education and an M.S. degree in physics 
from the University of Oklahoma at Norman. He r.eceived a B.S. degree in biophysics 
with honors from La Sierra University in Riverside, Calif. 
Active in several professional organizations, Dr. Boram is a member of the 
National Science Teachers Association and its Kentucky affiliate, the American 
Association of Museums, American Educatuonal Research Association and the 
south-Central Educational Research Association. 
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Hor~E EC STUDENTS VISIT MSU 
More than 50 home economics students and teachers from schools in Kentucky and Ohio 
recently visited Morehead State University for a Personal Enrichment Program. 
Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics, the day included mini-classes and 
other presentations by MSU facul ty members and students. Among' those attending 
were these representatives from Lawrence County High School, from left, Tracy 
Hughes, Kim Fields, Angela Bartlett, Ami Shortridge and Alice Stanton. 
(MSU student photo by Matt Theiss) 
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HOME EC STUDENTS VISIT MSU 
t~ore than 50 home economics students and teachers from school s in Ke"ntucky and Ohio 
recently visited Morehead State University for a Personal Enrichment Program. 
Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics, the day included mini-classes and 
other presentations by MSU faculty members and students. Among those attending 
were these representatives from Manchester (Ohio) High School, from left, Billie 
Moon, Shanna Smi th Tabatha \~e 1 ch and Ruth E. Brown. 
(MSU student photo by ~1att Theiss) 
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HOME EC STUDENTS VISIT MSU 
More than 50 home economics students and teachers from schools in Kentucky and Ohio 
recently visited Morehead State University for a Personal Enrichment Program. 
Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics, the day included mini-classes and 
.,...' other presentations by MSU faculty members and students. Among those attending 
were these representatives from Fleming County High School, from left, April Dixon, 
Debbie Vinson and MollY Fritz • 
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HOME EC STUDENTS VISIT MSU 
More than 50 home economics students and teachers from schools in Kentucky and Ohio 
recently visited Morehead State University for a Pers.onal Enrichment Program. 
Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics, the day included mini-classes and 
other presentations by MSU faculty members and students. Among those attending 
were these representatives ·from Owen County High School, from left, Carolyn Keith 
and Laura Keith. 
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HOME EC STUDENTS VISIT MSU 
More than 50 home economics students and teachers from school s in Kentucky and Ohio 
recently visited Morehead State University for a Personal Enrichment Program. 
Sponsored by the Department of Home Economics, the day included mini-classes and 
other presentations by MSU faculty members and students. Among those attending 
were these representatives from Ripley-Union-Lewis High School in Ripley, Ohio. 
They are, from left, Dorothy Burson, Michele Stewart, Ann Hamilton and April 
Coll ins. 
(MSU student photo by Matt Theiss) 
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SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT 
II Brenda O'Donnell of Coopersville, left, a Morehead State University sophomore in 
her first year of the University's Radiologic Technology Program, has been awarded 
-, 
a $2,000 scholarship from the St. Luke Health Career Scholarship Program of St. 
Luke Hospital in Fort Thomas. O'Donnell has just completed a clinical internship 
at the Humana Hospital-Lake Cumberl and in Somerset. Sharing the good news with her 
is Barbara Dehner, clinical coordinator of MSU's program. 
(MSU.photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-15-92jy 









RETIREMENT PLANS DISCUSSED 
Two long-time faculty members in Morehead State University's College of Arts and 
Sciences will be among those retiring this year. Discussing their future plans at 
a reception honoring the college's retirees were, Nell F. Mahaney, an assistant 
professor of mathematics who has been at MSU since 1963, and Dr. Rose Orlich, 
professor of English and a faculty member since 1970. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-15,-92jy 
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May 16, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Telling them that the American Dream is real, Morehead State 
University President C. Nelson Grote conferred degrees on more than 700 
undergraduate and graduate candidates during Spring Commencement on Saturday 
(May 16). 
"You can come from nowhere and go somewhere if you decide to do it," he said. 
Dr. Grote advised them to create their own opportunities, to be prepared to 
take advantage of them and to identify mentors along the way. By doing so, the 
president said that there would be no limit to their ability to succeed. 
However, he cautioned that real success will be "measured by personal 
qualities, not by the position you hold, or the money that you make." 
A crowd of more 6,000 people packed MSU's Academic-Athletic Center for the 
occasion which was just as special to Dr. Grote as it was for the graduates. 
"I, too, am graduating because I am entering a new career--retirement," said 
MSU's chief executive officer. The day marked President Grote's last commencement 
as head of the University as he will retire June 30. 
The graduates were- not the only ones receiving degrees as MSU's Board of 
Regents awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters to Pres ident Grote 
in recognition of his 42 years in public education and his leadership for the past 
five years at MSU. 
Conferring the degree, Regent Charles D. Hheeler of Ashland noted that under 
Dr. Grote's leadership MSU had enjoyed unprecedented enrollment growth and-seen 
upgrades to its physical plant including student housing and the campus utility 
system. 
Other milestones cited were improved faculty and staff salaries, acquisition 
of modern teaching equipment and the 10-year reaffirmation of accreditation by the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 
MSU's 11th president, Dr. Grote assumed the office July 1987, returning to the 
campus where he had begun his career in higher education administration nearly 
three decades earlier. 
Also honored were the first recipients of awards designed to recognize a 





Joyce LeMaster, an associate professor of English, received the 
Distinguished Faculty Service Award. A faculty member since 1961, she has given 
more than 30 years of dedicated service to MSU, its service region and the state, 
assuming a wide range of roles. 
The Distinguished Staff Service Award went to Sue Woodrow, who retired as 
seamstress in March due to illness, and was accepted by her daughter, Charlotte W. 
Barker. A native of Czechoslovakia and a displaced person during World War II, 
Woodrow is known by her friends as one who has always "cherished the freedoms that 
many of us take for granted." 
Following Dr. Grote's commencement address and the conferring of degrees, 
MSU's newest alumni were inducted into the Alumni Association by its president, Ted 
Coakley of Harrison, Ohio. 
After commencement, President and Mrs. Grote greeted the new graduates and 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIV~RSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689 
CROWD PACKS MC FOR MSU SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
More than 6,000 friends, family members, faculty and staff members packed U 
Academic-Athletic Center for Morehead State University's Spring Commencement 
program Saturday_ More than 700'undergraduate and graduate degree candidate 
comprised the class of 1992. "The American Dream is real ," MSU President C. 
Grote told the. graduates in his commencement address. 
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HSU PRESIDENT C. NELSON GROTE HONORED 
Morehead State University's spring graduates were not the only degree recipients at 
commencement on Saturday (May 16). The University's Board of Regents recognized 
retiring President C. Nelson Grote's 42-year career in public education by awarding 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. Conferring the degree was Regent 
Charles D. Wheeler of Ashland, right, while Dr. John C. Philley, left-, interim vice 
president of academic affairs and dean of faculty, assisted in the hooding 
ceremony. Wheeler said that the regents were pleased to honor an "honorable man 
.who has given his heart, mind and body" to MSU not just during his five years as 
president but also for 11 years as an academic dean. Dr. Grote received a standing 
ovation from the crowd. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5~16-92jy Morehead News. STATEment. Bath County 
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. REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351·1689 606·783·2030 
May 16, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CLINTON, Ky.---Funera1 services Vlere held May 1 at the Bro~m Funeral Home for 
,_; Patti Vivian Bolin, 89, of Clinton, former chair of Morehead State University's 
, , . 
Department of Home Economics, who died April 28 at C1 inton-Hickman County 
Intermediate Care ~aciHty. 
Burial followed at Mount Moriah Cemetery. 
Ms. Bolin received her A.B. and B.S~ degrees from Western Kentucky University 
and her ~1.A. degree from the University of Kentucky and Educational .specialist 
Degree from the University of 111 inois. She was 1 isted in the World 's \~ho's Who of 
Women, the Personal ity of the South and the Two Thousand Women of Achievement. 
She taught at various universities including the University of Kentucky and 
Morehead State University where she served 31 years as a faculty member, including 
i : 18 as cha i r of the Department of Home Economi cs . , 
Upon her retirement in 1971 the formal living room in the Lloyd Cassity 
Building was- named in her honor. In 1988 a scholarship fund was established in 
Bolin's honor by her former students and friends at MSU. Annual awards are made to 
students majoring in Vocational Home Economics Education. 
More than a 50-year member of KHEA and AHEA, she Vias instrumental in helping 
Kentucky be the fi rst state chartered by the Future Homemakers of America, Inc., in 
1945. She was a member of the First Baptist Church in Clinton and Delta Kappa 
Gamma. 
Bolin is survived by her sister Winnie Glenn Bolin of Clinton and one nephew, 
Paul Stanley Bo1 in Jr. of Midwest City, Ok1 a. 
Persons wishing to honor the memory of Ms. Bolin's outstanding service to home 
economics and MSU may send contributions to the Patti V. Bolin Scholarship fund of 
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~lSU Board of Regents !~eeting 
Friday, May 22, 1992 
10 a.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
606-783-2030 
The agenda includes a number of items for discussion/action including adoption 
of the 1992-93 operating budget and approval of the 1992-93 personnel roser. 
Approval also will be sought for a number of other items, including revision 
of the charter for the Board of Student Publications; naming the athletic weight 
training facil ity for Phil Simms; altering the name of ~lays Hall; faculty promotions; 
granting of emeritus status; suspension of an associate degree in ornamental 
horticulture; deletion of a two-year degree in reclamation technology; 1992 summer 
graduation candidates and a minor in women's studies. 
In addition, several amendments and exceptions to various personnel policies 
will be considered, along with the ratification of personnel actions, personal 
service contracts an~ agreements with external agencies. 
Other agenda items include acceptance of the quarterly financial . report and 
amendments to 1991-92 operating budget, adoption of a resolution authorizing Lappin 
Hall bond sale and approval to suspend the institutional mandatory student health 
insurance program for 1992-92 school year .. 
Reports a re expected on the presi dent's Commi ss i on on General Education, food 
service contract and 1992 fall semester admissions and housing applications. 
NOTE: t·ledia representatives planning to attend are asked to contact the 
Office of Media Relations by noon Thursday, May 21, so that sufficient support 
materials will be available. 
#### 
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"OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
May 18, 1992 
UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.----Education is the key to recycling the disposable human 
resources of society was the message delivered Friday night (May 15) by one of 
those resources. 
The speaker, Philip W. Rasmussen, was one of four inmates of the Eastern 
Kentucky Correctional Complex who became the first graduates of a Morehead State 
University program offered at EKCC through the University's Licking Valley Extended 
Campus Center. 
MSU President C_ Nelson Grote, along vlith other NSU administrators and faculty 
members garbed in traditional academic regalia, joined with corrections officials 
to conduct a special commencement program at EKCC for the graduating inmates and 
their famil ies. 
Rasmussen of Crystal Lake, Ill., Randall W. Isaacs of Lima, Ohio, Freddie E. 
Blackburn of Pikeville and Donald G. Sargent of Dry Ridge received the Associate of 
Arts degree from MSU. 
Comparing the college education program to the battle to save the environment, 
Rasmussen said that MSU's and other comparable programs were "taking the old, 
. discarded, nonproductive, self-doubting, destructive elements of society and 
reintroducing or recycling them into humans with pride and self-esteem, self-worth 
and hope." 
The 32-year-old inmate, who has been in custody in Kentucky for eight years, 
called for a constitutional amendment guaranteeing a college education for all and 
not just for the privileged. 
Rasmu·ssen told the commencement guests who included famil ies of the graduates 
that the diploma symbol ized an apology to "those people who tried to tell us we 
.didn't know it all when Vie thought we did." Noting that President Harry S. Truman 
had said, "Ultimately it·is what 
Rasmussen added that the diploma 
we learn after we know it all that is important," 
shoVis that "we are ready to listen and learn, 
ready to accept social standards and wi 11 i ng to be recycled into society--if given 
the opportunity." 
The diploma, he added, "means that we care about ourselves, about restored 
pride and sel f-esteem and the possibil ities for the future." He told the audience 
that he had watched thousands of inmates leave who had not wanted to return, but 
that countless had because they left with the same addictions, lacking necessary 
job skills and usually were just "going out on vacation. I can tell you because I 





He said that clear skies, sparkling fresh water and green grassy meadows 
represent the environmental dream, while upward mobility, prosperity and liberty 
were the American dream. 
"To be somebody and to make something of yourself through education is our 
dream. We are part of the race to save the planet. We are all in this war 
together and tonight, there are four new victories in the battle," he concluded. 
In his remarks, Dr. Grote, who conferred the degrees, said that his father has 
always told him that education is something that no one can take from you. 
"Education is truly an asset to everyone. You young men have earned your degree; 
you worked hard and you achieved academically. You deserve to be recognized and 
respected for your academic accompl i shments ," he tol d the graduates. 
EKGG Warden Michael O'Dea, who welcomed the guests to the program, praised Dr. 
Grote for his efforts in getting the program launched at the complex. 
MSU began offering college courses at EKGG in 1990 and currently approximately 
50 inmates are taking MSU classes. University officials are exploring the 
possibility of adding upper division courses to the program, according to Dr. Marc 
Glasser, MSU dean of graduate and extended campus programs. 
According to national statistics, 43 percent of all released inmates return, 
but that percentage drops to 18 for those with GEDs and even lower, to between 10 
and 14 percent, for those who earn an associate degree. 
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FOUR EKCC INMATES GRADUATE FROM MSU 
Morehead State University President C. Nelson Grote, along with other University 
officials, donned traditional academic regalia to take part in a special 
commencement Fri day, May 15, at the Eastern Kentucky Correcti onal Compl ex. Four 
EKCC inmates became the first graduates of an MSU program offered at the complex 
through the University's Licking Valley Extended Campus Center. Posing for an 
official graduation photo were, from left, Donald G. Sargent; President Grote; 
Randall W. Isaacs; Jonell Tobin, Licking Valley center director; Philip W. 
Rasmussen, who was the class speaker; Freddie E. Blackburn, and Dr. Marc D. 
Glasser, dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs at f1SU. The four inmates 
earned Associate of Arts degrees. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-I8-92jy 
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May 19, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Kentucky Association of Future Homemakers of America 
recently honored Mrs. Jane C. Ellington, assistant professor of home economics at 
Morehead State University with an honorary membership and State Homemaker degree 
for her service to the organization. 
Ellington was nominated for her service in training future chapter advisers in 
her role as a home economics educator. She accompanies her students to region'al, 
state and national meetings so they can participate in the activities of the 
organization and often they serve as judges for STAR Events. 
Ellington began her association with the organization as a high school member 
in Georgetown. As a teacher, she served as a local chapter adviser in both 
Kentucky and Ohio. She currently represents the Home Economics Teacher Educators 
on the State Advisory Board of the Kentucky association. 
In accepting her award Mrs. Ellington said that this honor was very meaningful 
to her because she has always believed that FHA-HERO makes a difference in the 
lives of students who participate and in the lives of the advisers who work with 
those students. 
The award was made recently at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Association 
of FHA in Louisville. 
Mrs. Ellington has taught home economics at MSU since 1981. She ,and her 
family reside in Bethel. 
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-, 
May 19, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will be closed on Monday, May 25, in 
observance of Memorial Day. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 19,' 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
WEST LIBERTY, Ky,---Morehead State University President C, Nelson Grote has 
appointed members to an advisory committee for MSU's Licking Valley Extended Campus 
Center, 
The new members include business, civic and education leaders representing the 
counties served by the center, which are Morgan, Elliott, Magoffin, Menifee, Wolfe 
and Breathitt, 
Representing mUltiple counties will be Bill Duncan, general manager, Licking 
Valley Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation; Jim Fleshman, vice president and 
general manager, Whiting Manufacturing Company, Inc.; Henry Hinkle president, 
Hinkle Contracting Corporation; Danny McKenzie, general manager, Mountain Rural 
Telephone, and Joe Wells, president, Wells' Ready 11ix Concrete Company. 
Other appointees and the county they represent include: 
Breathitt CountY--Representative to be named later. 
Elliott CountY--Eugene S. Binion, Elliott County School superintendent, and 
B. Proctor Caudill, vice president of Peoples Bank. 
Magoffin County--Charlotte Gillum, instructional supervisor for Magoffin 
County schools. 
~lenifee CountY--Otto Ingram, chairman of the board of Mountain Rural 
Telephone, and Jill Ratliff, teacher. 
Morgan County--Coleen Frederick Kegley, vice president of Frederick & May 
Construction Company; C. K. Stacy, president, Bank of the Mountains, and Sid 
Stewart, Morgan County judge-executive. 
Wolfe CountY--Danny Brewer, Wolfe County judge-executive, and Gloria B. 
Maddox, manager, Campton Medical Clinic. 
(MORE) 
Ad vi sory Board 
2-2-2-2-2 
Serving as ex-officio members will be state Sen. Walter Blevins; Michael 
O'Dea, warden, Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex, and Earl Reed, Morgan County 
School superintendent. 
The committee, established under the guidelines of the Kentucky Council on 
Higher Education, will assist the center director in assessing the area's 
educational needs and advise in·the development of cooperative programs through the 
extended campus center with the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex and with area 
schools. 
The committee also will be involved in fund raising activities for the center 
and its programs. 
In giving the committee its charge at a recent organizational meeting, Dr. 
Grote told the members that they had a very important role to play in helping to 
shape the destiny of the Licking Valley Extended Campus Center as it relates to 
hi gher educat i on. 'Tach of you becomes a link between you r commun i ty and MSU, 
bringing information to us on the region's expectations and, in turn, making the 
public aware of the center's services," he said. 
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LICKING VALLEY ECC PLANS DISCUSSED 







Un ivers ity' slick i ng Vall ey Extended Campu s Center el ected a temporary cha i rand 
vice chair to serve until the committee meets in June. Discussing plans are, from 
left, .Morgan County Schools Supt. Earl Reed, chair pro tem; MSU President C. Nelson 
Grote, Jone11 Tobin, director of the extended campus center, and t~organ County 
Judge Executive Sid Stewart, vice.chair pro tem. 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ORGANIZED FOR EXTENDED CAMPUS CENTER 
Among those attending the recent organizational meeting of an advisory committee 
for Morehead State University's Licking Valley Extended Campus Center were, from 
left, Jonell Tobin, center director; Jill Ratliff, Menifee County school teacher; 
Michael O'Dea, Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex warden; state Sen. Walter 
Blevins; MSU President C. Nelson Grote; Otto Ingram, board chair of Mountain Rural 
Telephone; B. Proctor Caudill, vice president of Peoples Bank, Sandy Hook; Bill 
Duncan, general manager of Licking Vall ey RECC; ·Morgan County Judge-Executive Sid 
Ste\~art; Jim Fleshman, vice president and general manager, Whiting ~lanufacturing 
Company; t·1organ County Schools Supt. Earl Reed; Wolfe County Judge-Executive Danny 
Bre\~e·r·, and Barret.t Frederick, representing Frederick & ~lay Construction Company. 




Licking Valley Courier. Elliott County News. 
Salyersville Independent. Menifee County 
News. Wolfe County News. STATEment . 
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May 20, 1992 
FOR rr~MED IA TE RELEASE 
MSU CELEBRATES SPRING C(t~ENCEMENT: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Spring Commencement 1992 at Morehead State University on Saturday 
(May 16) was a day for celebrating as degrees were conferred and outstanding service 
was recognized. Despite warm temperatures, a crowd of more than 6,000 people--including 
graduates, their families and friends as well as ~lSU faculty and staff members--packed 
the Academic-Athletic Center. ~lSU President C. Nelson Grote conferred degrees on more 
than 700 undergraduate and graduate candidates, more than two-thirds of whom were the 
first in their family to earn a college degree. 
Two new University awards designed to recognize a faculty and a staff member who 
exemplify the highest ideals of citizenship and service were presented by President 
Grote who, in turn, was honored for his service during a 42-year career in public 
education with an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
Cutlines: 
1---Leading the academic procession as commencement's grand marshal was Dr. George 
M. Luckey Jr., professor of philosophy, followed by the platform party as the 
soon-to-be graduates awaited their turn to join the solemn march into Ellis 
Johnson Arena. 
2---Placing the medallion symbolic of her honor around the neck of Joyce B. LeMaster, 
. associate professor of English and the first recipient of MSU's Distinguished 
Faculty Service Award, was Dr. Grote. LeMaster, a member of the faculty since 
1961, has served the University, region and state in a number of diverse roles 
from educator to civic leader. 
3---Dr. Grote presented a similar medallion to Charlotte W. Barker, daughter of the 
first recipient of MSU's Distinguished Staff Service Award, Sue Woodrow. A , 
native of Czechoslovakia, Woodrow was unable to attend due to illness. A displaced 
person during World War II, she gained U.S. citizenship in 1955 and has vigorously 
exercised those freedoms in her endeavors to serve her community. 
4---Each graduate participating in commencement received personal congratulations 
from Dr. Grote, who earlier quipped that he too was graduating and entering a 
new career--retirement. Michael T. Alderman of t1orehead, who earned his B.B.A. 
degree, was one of more than 600 who crossed the stage on Saturday. 
5---There's no time out! Even on the day she received her Master of Arts in Education 
degree, Judy Stewart Sanders of South Portsmouth was still just mommy to young 
son, Tommy. However, the young tyke seems to be sharing the happiliess of the day. 
(MSU photos by Eric Shindelbower) 
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RETIRING FROM MSU 
Several fa'culty members and one sta ff member in Morehead State Un i vers ity' s Co 11 ege 
of Education and Behavioral Sciences, who announced plans to retire this year, were 
honored by their colleagues at a reception recently. Photographed at the reception 
were, front row from left (beginning date of r4SU service in parentheses), Dr. 
Lawrence Griesinger, professor of education (1965); Regena Stone, secretary 
specialist, Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation (1971); Gaye 
Osborne, assistant professor of HPER (1965);, Lois Howell, instructor of education 
(1972); and Master Sgt. Harrison B. Robertson of the Department of Military 
Science, who is retiring from the U.S. Army after 22 years with one year at MSU. 
Second row, James W. Osborne, assistant professor of. HPER (1965); George Eyster, 
associate professor,of education and director of regional development services 
(1967); Sue Wells, assistan~ professor of education (1968), and Dr. Stephen S. 
Taylor, professor of education (1973). Also retiring, but not pictured, are Dr. 
Wallace Flint, assistant professor of educ~tion (1987), and Dr. Don Miller, 
professor. of education (1966). 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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TIME FOR A HUG! 
Mrs. Mary Ann Bach of Mt. Sterling, a 1958 alumnus of Morehead State University, 
gives a congratulatory hug to daughter Rebecca Bach who graduated from MSU on 
Saturday, t1ay 16, with a Bachelor of Arts degree. r10re than 700 degrees were 
conferred by MSU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate and undergraduate candidates 
during the event which drew more than 6,000 to the Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. 
Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also received the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Letters. 
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SINGING FOR MSU'S SPRING COMMENCEMENT 
Laura K. Bevins of Jackson not only received her Bachelor of Music Education degree 
during Morehead State University's 1992 Spring Commencement, but also led the crowd 
in singing the national anthem and, at the close of the ceremonies, the alma mater. 
More than 700 degrees were conferred by t·1SU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate 
and undergraduate candidates during the event which drew more than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex on Saturday, May 16. Dr. Grote, who \'las the commencement 
speaker, al so received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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THERE'S NO TIME OUT! 
Even on the day she received her Master of Arts in Education degree from Morehead 
State University, Judy Stewart Sanders of South Portsmouth was still just mommy to 
young son, Tommy. However, the young tyke seems to be sharing the happiness of the 
day. Sanders was one of.more than 700 candidates whose graduate and undergraduate 
degrees were conferred during MSU's Spring Commencement on Saturday, ~lay 16. More 
than 6,000 people packed the Academic-Athletic Center to celebrate the day with the 
graduates. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
COMMENCEMENT PORTRAIT 
John Anderson of Dorton and Diana Pack of Paintsville, two of Morehead State 
University's newest alumni had their picture taken by Darlene Pack following MSU's 
Spring Commencement on May 16. Anderson rec,eived his Bachelor of Arts degree, 
while Pack earned her B.B.A. degree. More than 700 degrees were conferred by MSU' 
President C. Nelson Grote on graduate and undergraduate candidates during the event 
which drew more than 6,000 to the Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was 
the commencement speaker, also received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane 
Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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NEPHEW CHECKS OUT A NEW MSU GRADUATE 
Terry Yeast of Harrodsburg, gets the once over from his 14-month-old nephew Trevor 
Short held by John Short. Yeast received his B.A. degree during MSU's Spring 
Commencement on May 16. More than 700 degrees were conferred by MSU President C. 
Nelson Grote on graduate and undergraduate candidates during the event which drew 
more than 6,000 to the Academic-Athletic Compiex. Dr. Grote, who was the 
commencement speaker, also received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane 
Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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PUTTING TIME TO GOOD USE 
While waiting for Morehead State University's Spring 1992 Commencement to start, 
Russell Dickson of Maysville took time to read his bible. Dickson received his 
baccalaureate degree during the ceremonies held May 16. More than 700 degrees were 
conferred by MSU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate and undergraduate candidates 
during the event which drew more than 6,000 to the Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. 
Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also received the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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SISTER-TO-SISTER 
The El am sisters of West Liberty were among the more than 700 undergraduate and 
graduate candidates \~hose degrees were conferred by Morehead State University 
President C. Nel son Grote during MSU' s recent Spring 1992 Commencement which drew· a 
I crowd of more than 6,000 people to the Academic-Athletic Center. Here Kell i, 
right, adjusts sister Dana's collar prior to. the. event. Both young women earned 
their Bachelor of Arts degrees. Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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A LITTLE HELP FROM A FRIEND 
Carole Bentley of Wayland, left, adjusts the mortar board of her friend Lisa Lynn 
Ousley of Martin just before Morehead State University's Spring 1992 Commencement 
got under way. Both young women earned the Bachelor of Arts degree. More than 700 
degrees'were conferred by MSU President C_ Nelson Grote on graduate and 
undergraduate candidates during the event which dre\~ more than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex_ Dr_ Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary deg'ree of Doctor of Humane Letters_ 
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A LITTLE HELP FROM A FRIEND 
Patricia Kirk Marcum of Lovely, left, adjusts the mortar board of her friend 
Cynthia Carol Workman of Beauty just before Morehead State University's Spring 1992 
Commencement got under way. Both young women earned the Bachelor of Arts degree. 
More than 700 degrees were'conferred by MSU President C_ Nelson Grote on graduate 
and undergraduate candidates during the event which drew mor.e than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex_ Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
, -~ recei ved the honora ry de gree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
I 
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A LITTLE HELP FROM FRIENDS 
II Just before Morehead State University's 1992 Spring Commencement got under way, 
Kelly Walsh of Morehead, left, received some help with her robe from Rebecca Potter 




More t,han 700 degrees were conferred by MSU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate 
and undergraduate candidates during the event which drew more than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(1·1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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A LITTLE HELP FROM FRIENDS 
Just before Morehead State University's 1992 Spring Commencement got under way, 
Yvette L. DePoy of Allen, right, helped classmate Kandra Lynn Johnson of 
Catlettsburg with her mortar board. The two young women earned B.B.A. degrees. 
More than 700 degrees were conferred by MSU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate 
and undergraduate candidates during the event which drew mor.e than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(r'ISU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
5-21-92jy 
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COMMENCEMENT TOUCH-UP 
Just before r~orehead State University's 1992 Spring Commencement got under way, 
Richard Glancy of Grayson helped his wife Kathy Harkwell Glancy, an A.B. degree 
recipient, prepare fo!' the event. More than 700 degrees were conferred by MSU 
PresidentC. Nelson Grote on graduate and undergraduate candidates during the event 
which drew more than 6,000 to the Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was 
the commencement speaker, also received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane 
Letters. 
(HSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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eREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
-. 
TAYLOR DUO EARN MSU DEGREES 
Just before r10rehead State Uni vers i ty' s 1992 Spri ng Commencement got under way, 
James Daulton Taylor of Lawrenceburg adjusted the robe of his wife Lori Stinnett 
Taylor. He received the B.B.A. degree, while she earned her A.B. degree. More 
than 700 degrees were conferred by ~1SU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate and 
I 
undergraduate candidates during the event which dre\~ more than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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A LITTLE HELP FROM A FRIEND 
Just before Morehead State University's 1992 Spring Commencement got under way, 
Sherry Branham of Wheelwright, left, helped classmate Stephanie Caudill Boggs of 
Jeff with her robe. The two young women earned A.B. degrees. More than 700 
degrees were conferred by MSU President C. Nelson Grote on graduate and 
undergraduate candidates during the event which drew more than 6,000 to the 
Academic-Athletic Complex. Dr. Grote, who was the commencement speaker, also 
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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May 22, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky_---To help the Commonwealth of Kentucky celebrate its 200th 
birthday, Morehead State University will display a Kentucky Bicentennial 
Exhibition, June 8 through July 24. 
The exhibit may be viewed in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, 
8 a.m.-4 p_m., weekdays. There is no admission charge. 
A series of 12 watercolor,paintings, the bicentennial exhibit is the works of 
MSU alumnus James A. "Skip" Werline. Created for the Bicentennial Commission, the 
paintings are of landmarks that have historical background and renowned architectural 
heritage in the state. 
Duplicated in these original paintings are Whitehall State Historic Site in 
Madison County, Ashland Estate in Fayette County and Whitehaven in Paducah, among 
others. 
Werline publishes and distributes his works, with the help of his wife Dee, 
from the Werline Art Studio in Amelia, Ohio. He also teaches and is head of the 
Art Department at Southern State Community College near Hillsboro. 
A native of Maysville, Werline is an adviser for the arts league at Southern 
State. He arranges lectures, displays of art works and demonstrations by locally, 
nationally and internationally known artists. 
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I~ay 22, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ATTENTION: SPORTS EDITORS ATTENTION: SPORTS EDITORS 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will offer a summer tennis league 
'with play running from June 8 through July 29. 
Singles division piay will be offered for men and women at the A and B levels. 
There will also be a mixed doubles league. 
Si ngl es pl ay wi 11 begi n at 6 p.m. on Monday, June 8, at the George A. Sadl er 
Tennis Courts. Mixed doubles play will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, June 1~. 
The format will be 10 game pro-set, with nine-game all 12-point tie breaker. 
League play is open to all area residents. Cost will be $15 for singles and 
$20 per team for doubles. Checks should be made payable to the MSU Women's Tennis 
Program. 
Advance registration for the league is encouraged, according to Chih Loo, MSU 
women's tennis coach. Entries will still be accepted on the first evening of play. 
Registrations may be made by calling Loo weekdays between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
at (606) 783-2449 or, after 9 p.m., at (606) 783-4959. 
If### 




REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
May 22, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY.---Dr. Virginia E. Wheeless, director of planning at Morehead 
State University and special assistant to the president, has been invited to attend 
a training conference conducted by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). 
She will be one of two participants representing Kentucky. 
Scheduled June 8-9 at SACS headquarters in Decatur, Ga., the conference will 
address various institutional effectiveness issues and h011 they relate to 
accreditation. 
One of the commission's thrusts, according to its executive director James T. 
Rogers, is the usage of the concept of institutional effectiveness as a major 
component of the self-study process and as a central element in accreditation 
criteria. 
After this initial training conference, Dr. Wheeless'will be responsible for 
assisting the commission in planning 'and implementing an institutional 
effectiveness training session for other colleges and universities around the 
state. 
A member of MSU's administrative staff since 1989,·Dr. Wheeless previously 
~'I taught at the University .of Maryland-College Park, West Virginia University, Texas 
Tech University and Bowling Green (Ohio) State University. 
Active in several professional associations, Dr. Wheeless has been a 
contributing author for eight textbooks and co-author of one. She holds the Ph.D. 
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May 22, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Physical examinations for youngsters who wish to attend the 
1992 NCAA Youth Sports Camp this summer at Morehead State University will be given 
from 9 a.m. untjl noon on Saturday, June 6, and Saturday, June 13, in Laughlin 
Health Building Room 210. 
Bus service will be available in Rowan County on those days, beginning at 
8:15 a.m., along the regular camp routes. 
Youth ages 10 through 16 from Rowan, Menifee, Morgan, Bath, Montgomery and 
Boyd counties are eligible to participate in the five-week day camp without regard 
to race, color, sex, handicap or national origin. 
Scheduled June 29-July 31, the camp is free to youth who qualify for federal 
assistance through AFDC/Food Stamps or according to household minimum income guidelines. 
The camp program will provide instruction, practice and competiti,on in swimming, 
basketball, football, gymnastics, volleyball, softball, soccer and tennis. Also 
included will be personal enrichment sessions as well as a drug and alcohol program. 
Lunch and a snack will be provided without cost under the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture's Summer Feeding Program. 
Registration applications will be available at Laughlin on the days of the 
physicals and also may be obtained through participating county schools. 
Federally-funded by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services through 
a grant to the NCAA, the camp is conducted by MSU' s Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation. 




~EHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 
May a6, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will operate on 8.4 percent less 
money in the coming fiscal year than last year under a budget adopted Friday 
(May 22) by the University's Board of Regents. 
The 1992-93 operating budget of $57.4 million was described by outgoing MSU 
President C. Nelson Grote as the "most difficult and most disappo.inting" budget 
that he had. recommended in his 21 years as a chief executive officer in higher 
education. 
"I am displeased for it fails to adequately fund this University," he said. 
"At the same time, it is a responsible budget, a balanced budget and a conservative 
budget," added Dr. Grote, who retires on June 30. 
Noting that the budget was based on a fall 1992 enrollment of approximately 
400 fewer students than fall 1991, the president said that he hoped the enrollment 
would exceed the projected 8,400. 
The budget reductions are due primarily to a 10 percent decrease in the state 
appropriation and adjustments to the enrollment base. 
Totaling nearly $5.3 mill ion, the budget cuts will affect both personnel and 
programs campuswide, from athletics and the administration to academics. 
While student fees were increased by about 4.3 percent, no increases were made 
in student housing, meal plans or the student health fee •. 
·',1 MSU's .personnel base will be reduced by 65 positions; but through attrition 
'/ 
I the maximum number of permanent employees scheduled to be laid off on June 30 is 
expected to be 22. The budget does not include funding for sal ary increases, but 
employee benefit programs were maintained at the current level. 
The general fund subsidy of intercollegiate athletics was reduced by $255,000. 
In other action, the board approved a number of amendments and exceptions to 
various personnel policies, which included eliminating accumulation of vacation 
time during probationary periods; setting six months as the probationary period for 
both exempt and non-exempt staff members; providing for those employees laid off 
due to the 1992-93 budget reduction to be considered as internal applicants for 
openings on campus for one year and reducing compensation rates to faculty for 




The board also adopted resolutions commending outgoing student regent Tim 
I I Francis of Bardstown and MSU President Grote. Citing Dr. Grote's "exemplary , 
,_, performance and strong personal leadership" during his five-year tenure as 
president, the regents awarded him the title of president emeritus. 
--, 
Dr. Grote, whose career in education spans more than four decades, also served 
for 11 years earlier on the University's administrative staff and has spent 32 
years in higher education. 
The Regents approved. a recommendatipn to name a new athletic weight training 
facility in honor of former MSU quarterback Phil Simms, now of the New York Giants, 
and to' add "Apartments" to the name of Mays Hall, a former residence hall now being 
", converted into an apartment building. 
### 
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Appalachian Celebration '92 
Now thru June 26, 1992 
30 sec 
APPALACHIAN SKILLS AND TRADITIONS WILL AGAIN BE THE HIGHLIGHT 
OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 16TH ANNUAL APPALACHIAN 
CELEBRATION. THE CELEBRATION, WHICH RUNS JUNE 21-27, PAYS 
TRIBUTE TO OUR RICH MOUNTAIN HERITAGE, EVER CHANGING PRESENT 
AND PROMISING FUTURE. THE WEEKLONG EVENT FEATURES PROGRAMS 
FOR ALL INTERESTS AND AGES: WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITS, MUSIC AND 
CRAFTS, ALL FOCUSING ON THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE APPALACHIAN 
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OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
EVENT: 52nd Session of Kentucky Boys State 
DATE: May 31-June 5, 1992 
SITE: Baird Music Hall 
SPONSOR: 
NOTE: 
Morehead State University 
Kentucky American Legion 
Brig. Gen. Robert l. Dezarn, adjutant general of Kentucky, will be the 
keynote speaker for the first general session, scheduled for 7 p.m. 
Sunday, May 31, in Fulbright Auditorium, Baird Music Hall. 
Special Highlights: 
Throughout the week, apprpximately 300 high school seniors from around the 
state will take part in mock government sessions designed to provide practical 
lessons in city and state government. 
On Wednesday morning, election results for state officials, including 
governor and Heutenant governo r, will be announced. On Thursday, the elected 
officials will go to Frankfort to meet their real life counterparts. 
The week's activities will concl ude with a graduate .awards luncheon on 
Friday, featuring U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, 1st District of Kentucky, as speaker. 
The event is scheduled for 11 a.m. in the Adron Doran University Center. 
#### 
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May 27, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.c-Brig. Gen. Robert L. Dezarn, adjutant general of Kentucky, will 
be the keynote speaker for the 52nd session of Kentucky Boys State which will be 
held at Morehead State University Sunday through Friday, May 31-June 5. , 
Approximately 300 high school seniors from across the state will participate 
in the program which is sponsored each year by the Kentucky American Legion_ 
During the week, the youth will take part in mock government sessions designed to 
provide practical lessons in city and state government. 
Dezarn will address the first general session which is set for Sunday, May 31, 
at 7.p_m. in Fulbright Auditorium in Baird Music Hall. A former engineer and armor 
commander, Gen. Dezarn is the state's highest ranking military officer. He was the 
first person appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones when the new administration took 
office in December. 
A retired supervisor with Armco Steel Company in Ashland, he is an alumnus of 
Eastern Kentucky University where he received his commission through the ROTC 
program. 
Welcoming the group at the opening ceremonies Sunday at 4 p.m., also in 
Fulbright Auditorium, will be Keith Kappes, MSU's vice president for university 
ad vancement. 
Throughout the week, the Boys State delegates will learn about the state's 
political system by developing their own two-party system and electing state and 
city officials; serving as legislators, and introducing, debating and enacting laws 
as in the Kentucky General Assembly. 
Elected Boys State officers, including governor and lieutenant governor, will 
be announced on Wednesday, June 3, and on Thursday they will travel to Frankfort to 
meet with their real 1 ife counterparts. 
fl,graduation awards ceremony will conclude the week's activities on Friday. 
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, 1st District of Kentucky, will be the featured speaker 
for the luncheon, scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. in the Crager Room, Adron Doran 
University Center. 
HHHH 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351·1689 606.783·2030 
May 27, 1992 
FOR IH~lEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky,---Registration for Morehead State University's first summer 
term will be conducted Monday, June 8, in the Adron Doran University Center (ADUC) 
from 8 a.m, to 4 p,m, 
Schedule adjustments for students who pre-registered for Summer I will be 
processed at that time, 
Students planning to register will need to meet with their advisers to prepare 
a trial schedule before entering the registration area. Academic program advisers 
will be available in ADUC during registration. 
Admission into the registration area will be by an alphabetical system based 
on last names, All fees should be paid at time of registration. 
Also, students taking classes at the Ashland Area, Big Sandy and Licking 
Valley extended campus centers as well as through the Appalachian Graduate Consortium 
at Pikeville, may register at those sites from 10 a,m, to 6 p,m, that same day. 
Summer I classes begin at 8 a,m. Tuesday, June 9, and continue through Thursday, 
July 2, 
Summer II will run from July 7 through July 31, with registration slated on 
r,londay, July 6, 
Summer session tuition is $60 per credit hour for undergraduates and $87 for 
graduate students who are ,Kentucky residents. The tuition rate for out-of-state 
students is $168 per undergraduate credit hour and $247 per graduate credit hour. 




Course directories with complete listings of classes and registration 
information will be available at registratfon, Additional information may be 
obtained from the Office of the Registrar, Morehead State University, 201 Ginger 
Hall, Morehead, KY 40351-1689, Telephone: (606) 783-2008 or 1-800-262-7474 
toll-free in Kentucky, 
#### 
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VINSON INDUCTED INTO HONOR SOCIETY 
Morehead State University senior Deborah Clay Vinson, \~ife of Darrell Vinson of Mt. 
Sterling, has been inducted into Pinnacle, an honor society for non-traditional 
students. The presentati on was made recent ly by Jacquelyn H. Scott, ri ght, MSU 
non-traditional student counselor. Vinson is president of Kappa Omicron Nu home 
economics honor society, vice president of Student Home Economics Association, and 
received the.1992 Most Outstanding Home Economics Student Award. She completed 
student teaching at Fleming County High School in vocational home economics 
education. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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-, HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(May 31 ~ June 6) 
-~ 
: Sunday, May 31 
f 
1 P.M. KENTUCKY BUYS STATE, campus; through June 5. Additional information: 
(606) 587-1414. 
Tuesday, June 2 
6 P.M. SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER SEMINAR, "Pre-Business Orientation," 
209 Downing Hall; $5 registration fee. Additional information: (606) 783-2895. 
Wednesday, June 3 
8 A.M. SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER VIDEOCUNFERENCE, ".Building Customer 
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May 28, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Department of Nursing and Allied 
Health Sciences recently held pinning ceremonies for 27 students who completed 
requirements in its Associate Degree in Nursing Program and another 22 0ho finished 
their Bachelor of Science in Nursing degrees. 
Completing the associate degree program were: 
Morehead--Falissa A. Birchfield, Jody M. Perry, Karen S. Skaggs, Sandra J. 
Combs; Clearfield--Michelle K. Brown, Donna L. Nickell; 
West Liberty--Eyvonda Gail Perry; 
Mt. Sterling--Kelley J. Adams; 
Olive Hill--Lisa F. Back, Sharon K. Barker, Frankl in O. Garvin, Roxann 
Gilliam, Lorey Binion Lowe, Jama Lou Hicks, Julie J. Johnson, Walter Wilburn 
Spurlock II; 
Owingsville--Phyllis Lucas, E. Lynn Reed; Salt Lick--Martha J. Gulley; 
~ Olympia--Tracy Lynne Lyons; 
Blaine--Sharon Kay Ferguson; Martha--Mona Flanary Mull,ins; 
Martin--Pamela M. Jenkins; 
Stone--James F. Williamson; 
Lexington--t~ichele H. Dotson; 
South Point, Ohio--Jennifer Faye Lang. 
MSU's baccalaureate degree program offers two options for students: the 
generic tra'ek, a four-year program for students who pl an a traditional pursuit of 
the degree, and the R.N. track, offering. registered nurses who have an associate 








Completing the R.N. track were Rosemary Puckett Pruitt of Morehead and 
Christine M. Wheeler of- West Liberty. 
Students graduating from the generic track included: 
Morehead--Joanie t1agrane Blevins, Tracy Lynn Hunter, Edna Lou Maggard, Mary 
Angela Morehouse; 
Mt. Sterling--Jennifer H. Gulley; 
Olive Hill--Lisa Annette Day, Teresa Louise Stapleton; 
Catlettsburg--Robin G. Donta; 
Greenup--Brenda J. Wilson; 
Wall ingford--An ita G. Gull ey, Tammy Lynn Gull ey; 
Vanceburg--Oleta C. Jefferson, Lana Thornsberry; 
Sandy Hook--Joyce Ann Lewis, Ella t1adge Lyons; 
West Liberty--Brenda K. Payne; 
Carlisle--Carla H. RObinson; 
Salyersville--Flo E. Stephens; 
Jackson--Crystal N. Southwood; 
Hardy--Stephanie R. ~1cCoy. 
### 
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I~SU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were' held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
associate and bachelor degree programs in nursing. Area students earning two-year 
nursing degrees included" front from left, Donna Pratt Nickell of Clearfield, 
I : Michelle Brown of Clearfield, Lisa Back of 01 ive Hill, Jody Perry of Morehead; back 
• 
i ' 
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, from left, Lorey Lowe of 01 ive Hill, Sandra, Combs of Morehead, Falissa Birchfield 
of Morehead and Karen Skaggs of Morehead. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower)' 
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COMPLETE B.S.N. PROGRAM AT MSU 
Several area students completed requirements for the Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
degree at r~orehead State University recent·ly. Among them were, front from left, 
Tracy Hunter of Morehead, Oleta Jefferson of Vanceburg, Angie Morehouse of 
Morehead, Tammy Gulley of Wallingford, Teresa Stapleton of Olive Hill; back from 
left, Joanie Magrane Blevins of Morehead, Lisa Day of Olive Hill, Brenda Wilson of 
Greenup, ~1adge Lyons of Sandy Hook, and Rosemary Pribble. 
(MSU photo by Eric.Shindelbower) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
I Pinning ceremonies ~Iere held recently for students in ~lorehead State University's 




degrees included, front from left, Julie Johnson of Olive Hill, Sharon Ferguson of 
Bl aine" Jody Perry of Morehead, Lorey Lowe of 01 ive Hill, Jama L. Hicks of 01 ive 
Hill; back from left, Falissa Birchfield of Morehead, A.D.N. program graduates; 
Robin Donta of Catlettsburg, Teresa Stapleton of Olive Hill, Brenda Wilson of 
Greenup, Joyce Lewis of Sandy Hook and Flo Stephens of Salyersville, B.S.N. 
program graduates. 
(~ISU photo by Eric Shingelbo~ler) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
,Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
associate degree programs in nursing. Area students earning two-year nursing 
. degrees included, from left, Michele H. Dotson of Lexington, Phyllis Lucas of 
Owingsville, Pamela Jenkins of Martin and Sandra Combs of Morehead. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
associate and bachelor degree programs in nursing. Area students earning nursing 
degrees included, front from left, Karen Skaggs of Morehead, Gail Perry of West 
Liberty, A.D.N. program graduates; Brenda Payne of \~est Liberty, Anita Gulley of 
Wall ingford; back from I eft, Joyce Le\~is of Sandy Hook, Madge Lyons of Sandy Hook 
and Christine Wheeler of West Liberty, B.S.N. program graduates. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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I 
UPO BOX 1100 606-783-2030 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 
MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in ~1orehead State University's 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree program. Area students earning baccal aureate 









Wallingford, Anita G~ Gulley of Wallingford, Lana Thornsberry of Vanceburg and 
Oleta Jefferson of Vanceburg. 
(~1SU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
associate and bachelor degree programs in nursing. Area students earning nursing 
degrees includ~d Kelley Adams of Mt. Sterling, left, who graduated from the A.D.N. 
program, and Jennifer Gulley of t~t. Sterling, a B.S.N. degree program graduate, 
generic track. 
(MSU photo by Eric ShindelboVler) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
i, ! Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in r,1orehead State University's 
associate degree program in nursing. Area students completing A.D.N. program 
, I 






Tracy Lyons of Olympia, Sandra Combs of ~Iorehead, and Phyllis Lucas of Owingsville. 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for stu.dents in t~orehead State University's 
associate and bachelor degree programs in nursing. Area students earning nursing 
degrees included, front from left, Mona Mullins of t·1artha, Pamela Jenkins of Martin 
and Sandra Combs of t~orehead, who compl eted the associate degree program. Back 
row, from left, Stephanie McCoy of Hardy, Flo Stephens of Sa.lyersville and Crystal 
Southwood of Jackson. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
! i Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
~ 
associate degree program in nursing_ Among those completing A_D.N. program 
requirements was Carla Robinson of Carlisle. 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students. in Morehead State University's 
associate degree program in nursing_ ,Among those completing A_D.N. program 
requirements were Mona Mullins of Martha, left, and Sharon Fer~uson of Blaine_ 
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v _.' MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree program_ Among those completing B_S.N. 
i, program requirements was Stephanie McCoy of Hardy. 
;-- -' 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies \~ere held recently for students in ~1orehead State University's 
associate degree program in nursing. Among those completing A.D.N. program 
requirements was Jennifer Lang of South Point. 
(MSU photo by Eric ShindelbO\~er) 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead (KY) State 
University's associate degree program in nursing. Among those completing A.D.N • 
. program requirements was r~ichele Fabian of Rocky Point, N.Y. 
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MSU NURSING GRADUATES 
Pinning ceremonies were held recently for students in Morehead State University's 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree program. Among those completing B.S.N. 
program requirements was former Crestwood resident Rosemary Puckett Pribble, now of 
Morehead. 
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May 29, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Benjamin K. Malphrus, a Morehead State University assistant 
professor of science; has been selected to take part in one of two 1992 Astronomy 
and Space Science Summer Institutes to be held in California. 
The institutes are conducted by the Lawrence Hall of Science at the University 
of California-Berkeley and the New York Hall of Sciences at Corona, N.Y. 
Limited to 25 participants each, the institutes will be held at Holy Names 
College in Oakland, Calif. Dr. Malphrus is scheduled to participate in the Aug. 2-21 
: I session. 
, The institutes are part of UC-Berkeley's Participatory Oriented Planetariums 
\ 





During the three-week program, Dr. Malphrus will take part in workshops 
offering a variety of activities in astronomy and space science for planetariums 
and classrooms; hear presentations by professional astronomers; make field trips 
to observatories and planetariums in the San Francisco Bay Area and participate in 
evening stargazing sessions. 
A member of MSU's faculty since 1990, Dr. Malphrus earned his doctorate in 
physics and astronomy from West Virginia University and his master's and bachelor's 
degrees from the University of South Carolina, where he was a South Carolina Scholar. 
He is active in the National Science Teachers Association, the South Carolina 
Academy of Science and The Planetary Society. He is the author of "The National 
Radio Astronomy Observatory 40-Foot Telescope: Operator's Manual." 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
Shannon M. Zeigler of Batavia, Ohio, was one of seven Morehead State University 
ROTC students to receive U.S. Army commissions recently. Pinning on his second 
M.Zeigler. Zeigler was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree at MSU's spring 
commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
James C. Shelton of Grayson was one of seven Morehead State University ROTC 
students to receive U.S. Army commissions 'recently. Pinning on his second 
lieutenant gold bars were his parents, James and Brenda Speaks. Shelton was a 
candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree at MSU's spring commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
. James York of Whitesburg was one of seven Morehead State University ROTC students 
to receive U.S. Army commissions recently. Pinning on his second lieutenant gold 
bars were his parents, Larry and Glenna York. York was a candidate for a Bachelor 
of Business Administration degree at MSU's spring commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
'i Timothy P. Lofton of Ashland was one of seven Morehead State University ROTC 
students to receive U.S. Army commissions recently. Pinning on his second 
lieutenant gold bars were his grandfather, Ernest Music, and his fiancee, HGlly 
., Robinson. Lofton was a candidate for a Bachelor of Business Administratlon degree , , 
at'MSU's spring commencement. 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
Stephanie V. Bailey of Lexington was one of seven Morehead State University ROTC 
st~dents to receive U.S. ArTl1Y commissions recently. Pinning on her second 
lieutenant gold bars were her mother, Mildred Bailey, left, and sister, Allison 
Bailey, Bailey was a candidate for a Bachelor of Science degree at MSU's spring 
commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
Carl T. Potter II of Hazel Green was one of seven Morehead State University ROTC 
students to receive U.S. Army commissions recently. Pinning on his second 
. 1 ieutenant gold bars were his parents, Tom and Glenda Potter. Potter was a 
candidate for a Bachelor of Arts degree at MSU's spring commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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ROTC COMMISSIONING AT MSU 
Ellie O. Johnson !lIof Cincinnati, Ohio, was one of seven Morehead State 
University ROTC students to receive U.S. Army commissions 'recently. Pinning on his 
second lieutenant gold bars were his parents, Ellie and Mary Jo Johnson. Johnson 
was a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts, degree at MSU's spring commencement. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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May 29, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six Morehead State University students have 
been granted scholarships by the Department of Home Economics for 
their academic achievements. 
Receiving Tamzene Shay Dow Memorial Scholarships for 1992-93 
are three vocational home economics education majors: 
*Estha Machen Holtz, Flemingsburg junior and daughter of the 
Rev and Mrs. Ro¥ W. Machen II. 
*Teresa Lane, Wellington junior and wife of Kevan Lane and 
daughter of Frank and Elaine Brown. 
*E1izabeth P. Spieg1e, New Providence, N.J., senior, and 
daughter of' Mr. and Mrs. Euge~e Spiegle. 
Three students majoring in vocational home economics received 
the Patti V. Bolin Scholarship. They are: 
*Charla White Burchett, Vanceburg senior and wife of Jon 
Burchett and daughter of Bonnie A. Patton. 
*Shelia Lewis Lykins, West Liberty graduate student and wife 
of Tim Lykins. 
*Ellen D. Lyons, Mt. Sterling graduate student and daughter of 
.·Barbara. and Rodney Lyons. 
Also receiving a scholarship from the Kentucky Home Economics 
Association was Rachel Maxey James, West Liberty junior and wife of 
Danney James and daughter of Rex and Reva Daphna Maxey. A textiles 
and clothing major, James is one of three recipients to be awarded 
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: I HOME ECONOMICS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED 
Three Morehead State University students have been awarded Tamzene Shay Dow 
Scholarships by Morehead State University's Department of Home Economics. They 
are, from left, Teresa Lane, Wellington junior and wife of Kevan Lane; Elizabeth 
Spiegle, New Providence, N.J" senior and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Spiegle, 
and Estha Machen Holtz, Flemingsburg junior and daughter of.the Rev. and Mrs. Roy 
W. Machen II. All three are vocational home economics majors. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER 
Morehead State'University junior, Rachel Maxey James of West Liberty has received a 
$500 scholarship from the Kentucky Home Economics Association. A textiles and 
clothing major, she is the wife of DanneyJames and daughter of Rex and Reva Daphna 
Maxey. James is one of only three recipients to receive scholarships in the 
statewide competition. 
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HOME ECONOMICS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED 
Charla White Burchett of Vanceburg, left, and Ellen D. Lyons of Mt. Sterl ing have 
been awarded Patti V. Bolin Scholarships by Morehead State University's Department 
of Home Economics. Burchett, wife of Jon Burchett, and Lyons, daughter of Barbara 
and Rodney Lyons, are vocational home economics majors. 
(MSU photo by Eric Shindelbower) 
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HOME ECONOMICS SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED 
Shelia Lewis Lykins of West Liberty has been awarded a Patti V. Bolin Scholarship 
by Morehead State University's Department of Home Economics. A graduate student, 
she is the wife of Tim Lykins and a vocational home economics major. 
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May 31, 1992 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The U.S. does not need to go to war but needs to be strong 
. to keep peace_ 
This was the message given by Brig_ Gen. Robert L_ Dezarn, adjutant general 
of Kentucky, when he addressed the nearly 300 delegates at the opening ceremonies 
for the 52nd annual Kentucky Boys State today. 
The yearly program, sponsored by the Kentucky American Legion, is being 
held May 31 through June 5 on the Morehead State University campus. The high 
school seniors will take part in mock government sessions designed to provide 
practical lessons in city and state government_ 
Gen. Dezarn, the state's highest ranking military officer, said the state 
cannot afford to be without combat engineers and military police in times of 
disaster and used a potential disaster to explain his point. 
"If western Kentucky shoul d have an earthquake--and pray that it 
doesn't happen--we still need to be prepared," he said. "This is something that 
would affect us all. The magnitude would be so strong as to be felt by the 
. enti re state_" 
Describing how Congress was authorized to limit the number of military 
persons in the army, the adjutant general said the recent proposed decrease would 
e 1 imi nate jobs for several thou sand Kentuck i ans. "We cannot afford to lose the 
payroll, but the National Guard also is the force the governor uses in an 
~ emergency. 
(MORE) 
Boys State Opens 
2-2-2-2-2-2 
Reviewing the national arena, Gen. Dezarn stated that in one area around 
the equator, there were 30 shooting wars occurring each day. "Russia's economy 
is gone, but the weapons are still there," he said. "When they get hungry, we 
don't know what they will do." He told how the U.S. had bought weapons and 
speculated that some Third World countries also had made purchases. 
He told the young men how he had just returned from the Pacific Rim--Korea, 
Japan and Hawaii-- \~here he reviewed the readiness of the armed forces and the 
battle plan in that area as well as the the economic situation. 
Fielding questions from the Boys State delegates, Gen. Dezarn said he had 
not been in favor of abolishing the draft, but now, we have kept our standing 
army and now we have some truly fine mi 1 i tary persons that I am happy to be 
associated with." 
The adjutant general, who has spent more than 30 years in uniform, has 
served as engineer, artillery and armor commander. While he was in charge of 
Ashland's 201 unit, it was named the best unit of that type in the country. 
Also welcoming the group was Jack James, president of the American Legion 
of Kentucky Boys' State, who told the young men to learn diplomacy and teamwork 
to be better citizens and be more involved in the government. 
"War is the failure of diplomacy on the part of the heads of government," 
he said. 
The young men will spend the week learning about the state's political 
system by developing their own two-party system and electing state and city 
officials; serving as legislators, and introducing, debating and enacting laws as 
in the Kentucky General Assembly. 
A graduation awards ceremony will conclude the week's activities on Friday, 
June 5. 
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